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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) overcome the difficulties of other monitoring systems, as they
require no human attendance on site, provide real-time interaction with events, and maintain cost
and power efficient operations. However, further efficiencies are required especially in the case
of Outdoor Environment Monitoring (OEM) applications due to their harsh operational
conditions, huge targeted areas, limited energy budget, and required Three-Dimensional (3D)
setups. A fundamental issue in defeating these practical challenges is the deployment planning of
the WSNs. The deployment plan is a key factor of many intrinsic properties of OEM networks,
summarized in connectivity, lifetime, fault-tolerance, and cost-effectiveness. In this thesis, we
investigate the problem of WSNs deployments that address these properties in order to overcome
the unique challenges and circumstances in OEM applications.
A natural solution to this problem is to have multiple relay nodes that reserve more energy for
sensing, and provide vast coverage area. Furthermore, assuming a subset of these relay nodes are
mobile can contribute in repairing the network connectivity problems and recovering faulty
nodes, in addition to granting balanced load distributions, and hence prolonging the network
lifetime. We investigate this promising research direction by proposing a 3D grid-based
deployment planning for heterogeneous WSNs in which Sensor Nodes (SNs) and Relay Nodes
(RNs) are efficiently deployed on grid vertices. Towards this efficiency, we analyze and
characterize the grid connectivity property in the 3D space. Afterward, we design optimization
schemes for the placement of SNs and RNs on the 3D grid models. Based on theoretical analysis
and extensive simulations, the proposed schemes show a significant enhancement in terms of
network connectivity and lifetime in OEM applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless networking and advanced sensing technology have enabled the development of
low-cost and power-efficient Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which can be used in
various domains such as health care, military purposes, home intelligence, and Outdoor
Environment Monitoring (OEM). Devices in WSNs, called sensor nodes (SNs), are used
to sense certain properties of the surrounding environment, including physical/chemical
properties, and transmit the sensed data to a central unit called Base Station (BS) either
periodically or on-demand. According to different application requirements, a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) may consist of just a few or as many as thousands of wireless
nodes, operating in a collaborative and coherent manner for a few days or several years to
fulfill a specific task [3].
Nowadays, WSNs are proving to be a promising wireless monitoring technology in
various OEM applications [43]. In OEM applications, sensor nodes are assumed to
monitor and report the status of the surrounding outdoor environments, as in air pollution,
forestry fires, and flood detection applications [31][32]. The wide use of WSNs in OEM
is due to their enormous potential benefits and advantages [8]. The direct and continuous
existence of WSNs surrounding the monitored phenomena allows them to provide
localized measurements and detailed information that is hard to obtain through traditional
instrumentation (i.e. traditional sensors). For example, the Moderate-resolution Imaging
1

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [28][41], a traditional instrument, was launched to provide
the forest-fire surveillance by capturing satellite imagery and processing them every one
to two days which is too late for the forest to survive. In contrast, in [31], a WSN is used
to provide real-time interaction with forestry fires due to the cooperative efforts of sensor
nodes. Another example is the redwood tree application in [56]. The entire surrounding
of the redwood tree is known to have substantial variations in temperature and moisture
along its length (~ 70 m). In order to study these variations, a winch near the top is
needed to carry a set of weather monitoring instruments with a very long serial cable
connecting to a battery powered data logger at the tree base. However, a few small nodes
constructing the WSN were able to collect the targeted data wirelessly at different scales
and resolutions.
Measuring natural species with a WSN can also enable long-term data collection at scales
and resolutions that are difficult, if not impossible, to obtain otherwise. Moreover, due to
the local computing and networking capabilities of WSNs, sensor nodes can be
reprogrammed to do different tasks after deployment on-site based on changes in the
conditions of the WSN itself and the targeted phenomena [3]. Therefore, laboratories can
be extended to the monitored site where no human intervention is required and real time
interaction can be provided remotely.
Nonetheless, deploying1 WSNs in OEM is challenging and needs further investigation
due to: the harsh operational conditions, vast monitored areas, limited energy budgets,

1

Deployment is the process of identifying numbers and positions of the utilized nodes (devices) in the WSN.
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and required 3D setups. These challenges appear clearly in Table 1.1, which briefly
describe a few representative OEM applications with their key characteristics. Obviously,
these characteristics cause the aforementioned deployment challenges. For instance, most
of the proposed OEM applications [23][31][32][51][52][56] are applied in harsh and
large-scale areas, such as forests and rivers’ surfaces and experience bad channel
conditions in addition to great chances of node failures and damages. Furthermore, some
applications required more complicated deployment planning when 3D setups
[32][51][55][56], and long lifetime periods [31][52][56] are required. Therefore, we
investigate efficient deployment plans to address these challenges and fill the literature
gap in this critical research direction. In the following subsections, OEM deployment
challenges and motivations behind this research are detailed. And major research
contributions are overviewed, in addition to outlining the remaining contents of this
thesis.

3

Table 1.1: Examples of OEM applications with their unique characteristics.
Applications
Reference Objective
Forest fire
[31][52]

detection
Redwood trees’

[56]

monitoring
Fighting crop

[55]

diseases

Site

[23]

velocity & salt

Channel conditions PNF/PDN2

Energy
budget

Lifetime

Forest

(due to dense

High

Limited

400 days

High

Limited

360 days

Highly attenuated
Forest

(due to dense

1000x10
00 m2
1000x10

Farm

00x70
m3

foliage)
Moderate
attenuation

500

Moderate

Limited

180 days

x500x10
m3

Highly attenuated &
River surface

reflected (due to
water surface)

Images, Humidity,

Highly attenuated

Temp. and PAR in Forest

(due to dense

forest

foliage)

High

Limited

60 days

High

Unlimited -

High

Limited

Highly attenuated &
[32]

nsions

foliage)

concentration

Flood detection

Dime-

Highly attenuated

Cross sectional
[51]

Characteristics

River edges

reflected (due to

100x10x
60 m3

-

1000x10

360 days

00x20
m3

water surface)
Highly attenuated &
[25]

Pollution detection Underground

reflected (due to
being very close to

High

Limited

360 days

-

soil surface)

1.1 Motivations and Challenges
Amongst the various WSNs domains, OEM attracted a considerable attention for their
unique characteristics and challenging circumstances. In outdoor environments, like
forests, mountains, and the similar, WSNs offer a cheap, yet reliable means of data
2

PNF: is the Probability of Node Failure, and PDN is the Probability of Disconnected Nodes in the monitored environment.
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collection with minimal human intervention. However, WSNs deployed in OEM
applications face a variety of harsh factors including and not limited to heavy rains,
snowfalls, sandstorms and extreme temperature variations. These factors can easily cause
a non-negligible percentage of the deployed nodes to be damaged and/or position changed.
Nodes can be physically damaged by the wild fauna, or even stolen if left unsecured.
Operational nodes can also be subject to communication loss due to many reasons,
including dense trees and growing foliage, in addition to heterogeneous surfaces (e.g.
liquid vs. solid surfaces) [51], which often lead to communication irregularity and
degradation [55]. These effects are characterized and quantified by the Probabilities of
Node Failure (PNF) and Disconnected Nodes (PDN).
In general, the harsh natural threats make the deployed nodes subject to high probabilities
of failure and disconnection. Hence, tightly-connected and fault-tolerant WSNs are of
utmost importance in such applications to reduce the PNF and PDN levels, and thus
maintain a reliable coverage of the monitored environment. Satisfying connectivity and
fault-tolerance requirements is achieved, if the failure of one or few nodes does not
prevent the network from collecting the desired level of data about the monitored
environment. Hence, deploying redundant nodes is a key factor in OEM applications.
Meanwhile, deployed sensor nodes in WSNs are limited in power and communication
range, and at the same time are supposed to monitor wide areas like forests and cities in
OEM applications. Therefore, deploying wide-range dedicated Relay Nodes (RNs), that
make the SNs invest their energy only in data gathering, for long-distance data routing, is
5

also very wanted in such applications to avoid significant energy levels consumed in
reaching the distant BS, and thus, prolonging the network lifetime.
We point out that the concept of the network lifetime in OEM should also be defined in a
way that takes into consideration node redundancy and heterogeneity (sensors & relays) in
OEM [12][8]. Furthermore, a certain degree of mobility can be given to some RNs, thus
creating a hybrid of static and mobile relay nodes, to give them the flexibility to resolve
connectivity bottleneck problems and achieve a balanced load distribution. Also, Mobile
RNs (MRNs) can be used as a proactive solution to maintain the network fault-tolerance
when particular nodes are running out of energy or physically damaged. Thereby,
hierarchical network architecture, depicted in Figure 1.1, is preferred in OEM
applications.

Figure 1.1. Two layer hierarchical architecture in heterogeneous WSNs.
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Nevertheless, imposing node redundancy and mobility should not violate the network
cost-effectiveness; where the overall network cost is proportional to the total number of
nodes deployed. Hence, the lower the number of nodes, the lower the overall cost.
However, communication reliability and fault-tolerance require additional node
deployment. Consequently, a tradeoff exists between the cost and the network
performance. Thus, it is best modeled as an optimization problem; the WSN deployment
consists of an objective function, i.e. a metric to be maximized or minimized, and a set of
constraints. Given a certain amount of nodes, sensors and relays, the deployment strategy
aims at maximizing the network’s lifetime and connectivity while maintaining a certain
level of fault-tolerance and cost-effectiveness.
Nonetheless, this optimization problem becomes more challenging when 3D setups are
required. In OEM, sensor nodes are not only reporting from different variations in the
horizontal plane, but also from different vertical levels (e.g. on trees, at soil surface and
even underground). For instance, in monitoring the gigantic redwood trees in [56], some
experiments required sensor placements at different heights on these trees spanning a
range of several tens of meters. There is also increased interest in 3D environmental
applications such as CO2 flux monitoring and imagery [23][52], where sensors are placed
at different vertical levels to fulfill the monitoring coverage and accuracy requirements.
Therefore, desired properties of the deployed WSNs, including connectivity, lifetime, and
fault-tolerance, have to be considered in 3D space rather than in 2D plane only. Moreover,
the huge targeted 3D space in OEM applications increase the chance of the node
7

displacement, where nodes are not accurately placed at their desired positions. Node
displacement could occur because of timing errors in placement, inaccurate distance
estimation, and sometimes due to cheap and simple random strategies utilized in the
deployment. This has bad effects, as well, on the network connectivity and lifetime during
the monitoring process.

Figure 1.2. A cubic 3D grid model for SNs/RNs candidate positions.

A successful and widely used deployment strategy in 3D space is the grid-based
deployment [61]. Instead of searching for optimal3 nodes’ positions in the entire infinite
3D space, this deployment strategy searches for the optimal positions within a limited
number of candidate grid vertices (Figure 1.2). Thus, SNs/RNs are placed at these
vertices, which are well organized in regular lattice structures and focusing on the
intrinsic properties of WSNs in OEM such as connectivity, lifetime, fault-tolerance, and
3
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cost-effectiveness. Moreover, grid vertices can be organized in different arrangements,
e.g., cubes, octahedrons, or pyramids, in the 3D space to provide more accurate estimates
in terms of the spatial properties of the measured data [61]. In fact, grid-based deployment
has several other advantages. It can exclude all positions where node deployment is not
possible. It accurately describes possible routing paths from SNs to the system sink (or
BS), hence ensuring the connectivity of all nodes. However, more efficiency is required in
grid-based deployments to limit the huge number of grid vertices faced in large-scale
OEM applications, in addition to assessing the 3D grid-based deployment when node
displacement and irregular communication ranges are assumed.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
Our research aims primarily at optimizing the WSN deployment in OEM applications by
exploiting static/mobile RNs in grid-based deployments. We study the optimization
problem when SNs positions are known in advance and static RNs are utilized. Afterward,
we examine a more complicated scenario where SNs positions are anonymous and a
hybrid of static and mobile RNs are in use. Accordingly, we present novel deployment
schemes (strategies) to place the set of RNs/SNs on any grid model, in these scenarios.
The main contributions of this thesis are the following:
1. In grid-based deployments, practical issues faced in OEM applications such as node
displacement and communication irregularity, can affect the deployment plan
efficiency. Recent papers in the literature tried to address the effects of these issues
on the grid coverage, but, a few of them addressed the effects on the grid connectivity
9

[53][54]. Therefore, we analyze the grid-based network connectivity and provide a
new metric for it, when the deployed nodes are subject to random errors around their
corresponding grid locations and a probabilistic communication model is assumed in
order to examine the appropriateness and resilience of the 3D grid models in OEM.
2. In the general case, SNs/RNs can be placed on any vertex of the 3D grid, which
results in a huge search space in large scale applications, such as OEM, and thus,
leading to extreme complexity in repositioning extra static or mobile RNs during the
run time. We overcome this challenge by finding a subset of a relatively small
number of grid vertices for these RNs without affecting the solution optimality.
3. Assuming prepositioned SNs and static RNs only, we consider SNs and RNs along
with their communication links as a graph to mathematically represent their
connectivity property. And thus, formulate a solid mathematical optimization
problem that has the aforementioned limited search space and aims at maximizing the
network connectivity while maintaining cost and lifetime constraints. Utilizing the
minimum spanning tree algorithm and the graph Laplacian matrix, we introduce a
two-phase deployment solution for the proposed optimization problem.
4. Key to our contribution is also the use of proper cost and communication models, in
addition to a revised definition for the network lifetime that is more appropriate in
OEM applications.
5. Assuming the mobility feature in a subset of the available RNs, we prolong the
network lifetime by dividing it into equal length rounds (e.g. hours, days, weeks, etc).
10

The optimization problem we are interested in here is finding an initial optimal
placement for the SNs and the static/mobile RNs, and then at the beginning of each
round, mobile RNs are moved to new positions to reserve more energy for the next
round, in addition to balancing the traffic load between the deployed nodes while
maintaining cost and fault-tolerance constraints. We formulate this problem as an
Integer Linear Program (ILP) and provide a two-phase solution for it. We consider an
effective power level metric at the objective function of the ILP, which is the
minimum node residual energy along with the total consumed energy. This
consideration results in more influential movement for the mobile RNs, and thus
more equilibrium in the traffic load is achieved.
6. We derive an upper bound for the maximum network lifetime under idealistic
operational conditions. The proposed two-phase solution shows significant
improvements in terms of the network lifetime in comparison to this upper bound.
In summary, this thesis provides guidelines for device deployment of typical
heterogeneous WSNs in OEM applications.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 highlights relevant
background and related work in the literature. In Chapter 3, we investigate the
appropriateness and the resilience of the 3D grid models. Our placement optimization
scheme for heterogeneous WSNs occupying only static RNs is proposed in Chapter 4. It
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includes limiting the search space of the RNs locations, and formulating the problem as a
Semi-Definite Program (SDP), in addition to investigating the most appropriate WSN
lifetime definition in OEM. In Chapter 5, we propose an ILP addressing the deployment
problem when the SNs locations are anonymous and a hybrid of static/mobile RNs are
utilized. We investigate the effects of the mobile feature on the placement efficiency in
terms of energy consumption, data recovery, and fault-tolerance. Furthermore, we derive
an upper bound for the maximum number of rounds a WSN can stay operational for,
under negligible PNF and PDN values. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and
provides directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review & Related Work
Deployment planning is of the utmost importance in the context of WSNs as it decides the
available resources and their configuration for system setup. This in turn plays a key role
in the network performance. A significant amount of research has been made to enhance
the network performance during its operational time by optimizing data routing and MAC
protocols [3]. Nevertheless, even with the best suit of routing and MAC protocols,
designed sensor network cannot achieve the targeted performance level unless it has been
appropriately configured in advance. For example, if the installed devices are insufficient
or there are architecture deficiencies due to ineffective deployment plan, the connectivity
between the deployed nodes and the system lifetime will be degraded, in addition to
causing non-operational networks in some critical situations like flood and fire detection
[32][31].

Accordingly, recent efforts are moving towards enhancing the network performance by
optimizing the network deployment planning. Several network properties, considered as
deployment objectives and constraints, have led to a rich research field. Using the
categorization criteria adopted in [61], we classify the technical approaches of WSNs
deployment into two groups, random deployment and deterministic (grid-based)
deployment. In random deployment, nodes are arbitrarily scattered and are managed in an
Ad Hoc manner. In contrast, in the grid-based deployment, nodes are placed according to
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virtual grid vertices leading to more efficiency in terms of the targeted network properties.
The shortcomings of these approaches will be pointed out where appropriate in the
following sections.
2.1 Desired Network Properties in OEM
Due to aforementioned challenges and characteristics, we will discuss the most important
properties in the OEM deployment planning, namely connectivity, fault-tolerance, and
network (system) lifetime.
2.1.1 Connectivity
Connectivity is defined as the ability of the deployed nodes to stay connected with the BS
to satisfy the targeted application objectives [34]. As previously mentioned, nodes and
communication links in OEM are subject to several risks. Therefore, the deployed
network connectivity is essential to ensure that the sensed data is delivered correctly to
the BS for processing. In the context of WSNs, connectivity could be presented as kconnectivity. k-connectivity has two different meanings, namely, k-path connectivity and
k-link connectivity. k-path connectivity means that there are k independent paths between
the deployed nodes and the BS, while the k-link connectivity means that each node is
directly connected to k neighboring nodes. In fact, a WSN could be disconnected even if
k-link connectivity is satisfied. However, with k > 1, the network can tolerate some node
and link failures. At the same time, the higher degree of connectivity improves
communication availability amongst the deployed nodes. In the literature, some OEM
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deployments such as the one in reference [56], support k-path connectivity while others
support k-link connectivity for more reliable and long-lasting networks, as in references
[29], [44] and [45]. In fact, it may not be necessary to maintain k-connectivity between all
nodes, but only amongst the nodes which form the network backbone, which we call also
irredundant (critical) nodes, as asserted in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

In general, connectivity problems can be repaired after their occurrence either by using
extra redundant nodes, or by utilizing the node mobility feature. Node redundancy [21] is
used to overcome disconnected networks. Redundant nodes, which are not being used for
communication or sensing, are turned off. When the network becomes disconnected, one
or more of the redundant nodes is turned on to resume the network connectivity. In [38],
the lowest number of redundant nodes are added to a disconnected static network, so that
the network remains connected. In addition, overlapping clusters of sensor nodes are used
to enhance the network connectivity in [62]. In reference [1], a distributed recovery
algorithm is developed to address k-link connectivity requirements, where k is equal to 1
and 2. The idea is to identify the least set of nodes that should be repositioned in order to
re-establish a particular level of connectivity. A shortcoming of such techniques is the
requirement for extra nodes regardless of their roles, types and physical positions, which
may not be cost effective in environment monitoring applications. Also, when some
redundant nodes fail, it may no longer be possible to repair the network connectivity.
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Meanwhile, node mobility can also be used to maintain network connectivity. Typically,
mobile nodes are relocated after deployment to carry data between disconnected partitions
of the network [24]. Providing radio connectivity using mobile nodes while considering
ongoing missions, travelling distance and message exchange complexity has also been
considered recently in [1]. However, relocating nodes without considering gridconnectivity properties and characteristics can have severe effects on the direction of
movement and the choice of the most appropriate node to be moved.

Although the above techniques can aid with repairing connectivity problems, they do not
address the sources of these problems. In Chapter 3, we present a radically different
approach towards addressing connectivity problems and complementing the work of the
aforementioned techniques. We address the properties of grid connectivity in practice and
under realistic scenarios such as inaccurate positioning and communications irregularity.
Thus, more efficient connectivity planning and maintenance can be achieved.

2.1.2 Fault-tolerance
Due to the harsh operational conditions where OEM sensor networks are deployed,
WSNs are susceptible to unpredictable events such as hardware failures, power leakage,
physical damage, environmental interference, etc. Thus, it is crucial to ensure that WSNs
are also fault-tolerant. As mentioned before, the sources of failure in OEM can occur
because of either node or link failures. These failures are characterized by the Probability
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of Node Failure (PNF) and Probability of Disconnected Nodes (PDN) to indicate the
harshness level of the monitored environment.

Three scenarios are considered in the deployed networks to be fault-tolerant; fault
detection, fault diagnosis and fault recovery [63]. There are many techniques for fault
detection and diagnosis in the literature and they are classified into self diagnosis, group
detection, and hierarchal detection [40]. On the other hand, a few fault recovery
techniques are addressed in the literature. They can be classified into node, and link
recovery techniques. These recovery techniques assure the ability of the deployed
network to stay operational and fulfill the assigned task in the presence of a set of nonfunctional nodes/links, so that sensed and carried data can be recovered. Although both
node and link failures are important to be tolerated together, some deployments have
considered only node failure recovery such as [45] while others have considered only the
link failure recovery as in [55], which weakens the deployed network performance.
Compared to complexity of considering a single type of these recovery techniques, it is
trivial to consider both of them in one deployment technique by employing redundant
nodes and maximizing the communication connectivity (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).

2.1.3 Lifetime
As for the system lifetime, it is the most challenging problem in any OEM deployment as
the utilized nodes are energy constrained, and deployed networks are required sometimes
to work for long time intervals measured in years [39][36]. In addition, it is undesirable
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to revisit harsh environments such as those targeted by the OEM applications simply for
node replacement or recharging. Accordingly, accurate lifetime prediction in the early
deployment planning stages is required. There are two types of lifetime predictions in the
literature: node and network lifetime prediction. Node lifetime can be measured in
several ways. For example it can be measured based on the number of cycles over which
the data is collected, it can be measured based on the cumulative active time of the node
before it is depleted, or it can be measured based on the cumulative traffic volume of the
node before its energy is depleted. However, all of the aforementioned measuring
methods require accurate energy consumption models considering the effects of
surrounding environments for more realistic and practical predictions. This issue is
addressed in our research. In fact, nodes in WSNs consume power in three main domains:
sensing, communication, and data processing. Due to the fact that the majority of the
power consumed per node is used in communication, related work in literature has
concentrated on proposing energy consumption models for receiving and transmitting
wireless signals. Network lifetime has several definitions in the literature. One of the
most common ones states that, “it is the time until the first node death occurs” [33]. Such
a definition may not be suitable if we are monitoring, for example, the forest temperature
or humidity as long as we are still receiving the same information from other nodes in the
same area. Similarly, the definition, which says that “it is the time until the last node
death occurs”, can serve as an upper bound of other definitions. Thus, both of these
definitions are unrealistic for OEM applications. Another way to define lifetime relies on
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the percentage of nodes alive [33]. But choosing such a percentage threshold is usually
arbitrary in the literature and does not reflect the application requirements. In addition,
being alive does not mean that the node is still connected to the sink node (or BS). Yet
another approach to evaluate network lifetime is in terms of connectivity and network
partitions [22]. These definitions still do not satisfy OEM applications. For instance, if a
set of nodes are destroyed because of the movement of an animal or a falling tree in the
monitored site, the network can still be considered functional as long as some other nodes
are still alive and connected to the BS. Accordingly, redundant nodes and links must be
used in such applications. In order to take into consideration node/link redundancy, an
OEM-specific lifetime definition is proposed in Chapter 4.
2.2 Random vs. Deterministic WSNs Deployment
In the literature, deployments targeting network properties mentioned above are mainly
classified into two categories: random versus deterministic (grid-based) deployments.

2.2.1 Random Deployment
In random deployments, nodes can be placed purely random to reduce the deployment
cost, or based on a weighted random deployment planning, where the distributed nodes’
density is not uniform in the monitored areas. For instance, K. Xu et al. [57] studied the
random RN deployment in a 2 Dimensional (2D) plane. The authors proposed an efficient
network lifetime maximization deployment when the RNs are directly communicating
with the BS. In this study, it was established that different energy consumption rates at
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different distances from the BS render uniform RN deployment a poor candidate for
network lifetime extension. Alternatively, a weighted random deployment is proposed. In
this random deployment, the density of RNs deployment increases as the distance to the
BS increases, and thus, distant RNs can split the traffic amongst themselves. This in turn
extends the average RN lifetime. We remark that some attempts have been made towards
the 3D deployment, as well. For example, authors in [47] consider the implications of
sensing and communication ranges on the network connectivity in random 3D
deployments. In reference [35], the authors proposed a distributed algorithm that achieves
k-connectivity in homogenous WSNs randomly deployed in the 3D space. Simply, the
idea is to adapt the nodes’ transmission power until either the distance separating two
consecutive neighbors is greater than a specific threshold or the maximal power is
reached. However, this method is not cost-effective due to hardware complexity required
to adapt the transmission ranges, which is not worthy in OEM applications. In addition,
adapting the transmission range to reach farther distances would increase the energy
consumption, and hence degrade the network lifetime.

2.2.2 Deterministic (Grid-based) Deployment
Proposals described above are suitable for applications which are not interested in the
exact node positioning. In contrast, some proposals have advocated deploying nodes
exactly on specific predefined locations, called grid vertices. These locations are
optimized in terms of the aforementioned network properties and the feasibility of the
location itself in reality (e.g. non-reachable locations are not feasible for node
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deployment). Due to the interest posed by OEM applications in the exact physical
positioning of sensor and relay nodes, this type of deployment (i.e. grid-based
deployment) serves this purpose more appropriately, and hence, is adopted in our work.
Moreover, coupling this type of deployment with guaranteed multi-path routing can
significantly enhance the network lifetime and fault-tolerance chances, in addition to
repairing network connectivity problems.

In the literature, two categories of approaches have been pursued to enhance these three
main properties (i.e. network lifetime, connectivity, and fault-tolerance): (1) populating
additional (redundant) nodes, and (2) employing mobile nodes. The approach presented in
reference [1] counters faulty sensor nodes by repositioning mobile pre-identified spare
sensors from different parts of the network. The most appropriate candidate spare node is
the closest one. In order to detect the closest spare to the faulty sensor, a grid-based
approach is proposed. The targeted region is divided into cells. Each cell has a head
advertising available spare nodes in its cell, or requesting the spare ones for it. Once the
spares are located, they are moved to the cell of failure without affecting the data traffic
and the network topology. However, assuming that the closest node will be always moved
to recover the faulty ones will rapidly deplete their batteries unless a load balance
constraint is added.

W. Alsalih et al. [6] proposed a deterministic deployment for data gathering using a
mobile node, called a data collector. In this deployment, a mobile data collector moves
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along a predefined track through the sensing field. SNs whose transmission ranges
overlap with this track are called relaying nodes. In addition to forwarding their own
measurements to the data collector, the relay nodes collect the measurements of
neighboring SNs whose transmission ranges do not overlap with the track. It was shown
that employing mobile data collectors can extend the network lifetime in comparison to
conventional WSNs employing static nodes, only. In fact, the concept of mobile nodes, or
data collectors was used earlier in [26] and [18]. These references assumed the existence
of a number of predefined locations where data collectors can be placed. The network
lifetime was divided into equal length time periods, called rounds (a more rigorous
definition of a round will be given subsequently, in Chapter 4), and data collectors are
moved to new locations at the beginning of each round. In [26], the problem of finding
the optimal locations for the mobile nodes was formulated as a Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP) problem whose objective is minimizing the total consumed energy
during a round. It was also shown that the identified optimal locations are also optimal
when the objective was to minimize the maximum energy spent by a single SN.
However, these two objective functions are not suitable for the placement of mobile
nodes since the optimal solutions will not change over the time, i.e., the maximum or
total energy spent per round might not change, and hence, locations of data collectors
(mobile nodes) will not be changed. In contrast, a heuristic mobile node placement
scheme that considers nodes’ residual energy was proposed in [18]. The locations of data
collectors were chosen according to local information only. In other words, the decision
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of whether or not a mobile node is placed at a given location is made based on the
residual energy of SNs that are one hop away from that location. Consequently, the
locations calculated may be far from optimal.

Even so, assuming all nodes are able to move may not be valid in a number of OEM
applications. It is more appropriate, if a subset of the deployed nodes is assumed to have
the mobility feature, or more static nodes are populated to repair connectivity (by
recovering faulty nodes) and prolong the network lifetime. In an earlier work [14], we
proposed an Integer Linear Program (ILP) that assumes a number of the deployed nodes
have the ability to change their locations during the network operational time. This
deployment strategy enforces the minimal energy consumption while maintaining
connectivity-requirements, fault-tolerance constraints, and cost-effectiveness. A key
parameter in formulating the deployment problem is limiting the 3D search space to a
finite set of points by using grid models. The performance of the proposed strategy is
validated through extensive simulations. Network lifetime enhancements of up to 50%
have been achieved as compared to other deployment schemes under practical settings in
OEM applications.

Unlike the previous references, the authors in reference [30] proposed an algorithm to
achieve fault-tolerant and long-lasting WSNs by populating static nodes only in which
there exist at least two disjoint paths between every pair of sensor nodes. This algorithm
simply identifies candidate positions for relay nodes that cover the maximum number of
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sensors. Such candidate positions are found at the intersections of the communication
ranges of neighboring sensor nodes. Relay nodes with the widest coverage span are then
placed at these candidate positions. The algorithm checks whether the relays form a 2connected graph and every sensor can reach at least two relays. If not, more relays are
added and the connectivity and coverage are rechecked. This algorithm is repeated until
the objective is achieved. However, relay positions may not be accurate in reality due to
communication range irregularity. This work becomes difficult when 3D space is
considered. Furthermore, lifetime and energy constrains are not addressed in this
algorithm, in addition to ignoring node recovery (i.e. ignoring the lost data by the faulty
node) leading to link fault-tolerance deployment rather than link and node fault-tolerance.
This makes the proposed deployment unsuitable for OEM applications. Similarly, static
nodes are used in reference [37] to repair connectivity in grid-based deployments. In this
work, the authors aim at populating additional minimum number of relay nodes to
establish connections with partitioned segments in the network using a heuristic approach.
It shows beneficial aspects of the resulting topology with respect to connectivity and
traffic balance. Nevertheless, node mobility, which may have a dramatic impact on both
connectivity and lifetime of the network, hasn’t been addressed in this work. Moreover,
adding additional relay nodes during the monitoring process is not always applicable
under the harsh operational conditions experienced by the OEM applications. Finally, this
work is adopted in 2D plane, only. Contrarily, in reference [4], maximal 3D connectivity
using the least number of nodes has been discussed, and thus it provides a cost-effective
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deployment plan. However, this work assumes regular communication range represented
by a binary sphere around each grid vertex, which is not the case in practice. In addition,
there is no fault-tolerance and lifetime constrains in this work, making it unsuitable for
OEM applications. We remark that this work is restricted to specific type of the grid
models, which is the octahedron 3D grid, and thus it is not applicable on other 3D grid
shapes (e.g. cubes, pyramids, etc).
2.3 Summary
In this section, we conclude our related work overview. Reviewed deployment proposals
are classified and summarized in Table 2.1. In addition, corresponding proposals to
reviewed deployments are compared based on the desired network properties in OEM
applications. The notation (1) in Table 2.1 indicates that the technique of additional
(redundant) nodes is used to achieve the desired network properties, while the notation (2)
indicates that node mobility is used for that purpose. As for 2D and/or 3D, it means that
the deployment is designed for two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional space,
respectively. The Network-based and/or Node-based under the lifetime property indicate
that the system lifetime is measured based on the overall network status (e.g. network
partition) or on a single node status (e.g. first node death). Under the fault-tolerance, link
fault-tolerance means that the tolerated source of failure is the link, while node faulttolerance means that the tolerated source of failure is the node. The 1-path under
connectivity refers to providing at least one path from each node to the BS during the
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monitoring process. Finally, the - means that the network property is not addressed in the
corresponding proposal.

Unsurprisingly, most of the proposed deployments which focus on the network
connectivity, lifetime and/or fault-tolerance have addressed the cost factor of the deployed
network in terms of total number of nodes used. This is due to high probabilities of the
node damage and loss in applications requiring these network properties. In contrast, none
of the proposed deployments have addressed all of the required properties, except
reference [58]. Even in reference [58], a 1-path connectivity property is addressed rather
than k-path and/or k-link connectivity, where k ≥ 1. And it is a random deployment
technique. Moreover, lifetime and fault-tolerance properties in this reference are restricted
to node-based and node fault-tolerance only, while it is very wanted in OEM to consider
the network-based and link fault-tolerant properties, as well. Hence, there is no
deployment proposal which considers all of the required network properties in OEM
applications. Also, there is no proposal considering both link and node fault-tolerance
simultaneously. Similarly, there is no proposal considering both node-based and networkbased system lifetime simultaneously. Furthermore, it is obvious from Table 2.1 that there
is no proposal considering the deployment technique of type (2) in the 3D space. Although
there are some proposals considering the deployment technique (2) in 2D plane, they are
not addressing the case where heterogeneous hybrid nodes are used (i.e. when a subset of
the RNs is mobile). Consequently, we are in a dire need for generic 3D grid-based
deployments considering both techniques, (1) and (2), to achieve the desired OEM
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network properties. We need a deployment that address technique (2) where hybrid nodes
are utilized, in addition we need a deployment that address technique (1) such that the
additional nodes are considered and deployed at the beginning of the monitoring process.
Moreover, a deployment plan considering both node and network-based lifetime
definition, in addition to communication links irregularity in 3D space is required.

Table 2.1: A comparison between various deployment proposals in the literature
considering the desired network properties in OEM.
Network Properties

Deployment
Targeted

Reference

Cost*

Connectivity

Fault-Tolerance

Lifetime

Type

Technique

[1]

√

1-path

-

Network-based

Grid-based

(2)

2D

[8][4]

√

k-path

Link fault-tolerant

-

Grid-based

(1)

3D

[30]

√

k-path

Link fault-tolerant

-

Grid-based

(1)

2D

[35]

-

k-link

Link fault-tolerant

-

Random

(1)

3D

[37]

√

1-path

-

Network-based

Grid-based

(1)

2D

[47]

-

k-link

Link fault-tolerant

-

Random

(1)

3D

[57]

√

1-path

-

-

Random

(1)

2D

[58]

√

1-path

Node-based

Random

(1)

2D

[5]

√

1-path

Node-based

Grid-based

(2)

2D

[14]

√

k-path

Network-based

Grid-based

(2)

3D

Node faulttolerant
Node/link faulttolerant

* The √ in this column indicates that the cost factor is considered in the corresponding reference.
Bold references are works within this thesis.
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Space

Chapter 3
3D Grid Connectivity in OEM
Measuring network connectivity under grid-based deployment in 3D space is a
challenging problem in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Solving such a problem
becomes an even more intricate task with realistic deployment factors such as placement
uncertainty and hindrances to wireless communication channels. While much work has
been published on optimizing connectivity, only a few papers have addressed such
realistic aspects which cause severe connectivity problems in practice. In this Chapter, we
introduce a novel grid-based deployment metric, called Average Connectivity Percentage
in order to characterize the deployed network connectivity when sensor placements are
subject to random errors around their corresponding grid locations. A generic approach is
proposed to assess and evaluate the proposed metric. This generic approach is
independent of the grid shape (type), random error distributions, and different
environment-based channel characteristics. We apply the generic approach in two
practical deployment scenarios: the grid-based deployment with bounded uniform errors
and with unbounded Normal errors. In both cases, the average connectivity percentage is
computed numerically and verified via extensive simulations. Based on the numerical
results, quantified effects of positioning errors and grid edge length on the average
connectivity percentage are outlined. We remark that abbreviated parts of this chapter
have appeared separately in [9], [10] and [11].
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The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 outlines the proposed
approach and highlights its contributions. Section 3.2 describes practical communication
and placement uncertainty models assumed in this Chapter. A generic approach to
measure node connectivity in grid-based deployments is proposed in Section 3.3. In
Section 3.4, we verify the correctness of the proposed approach through simulation
results, in addition to analyzing practical design issues of the grid-based deployment
through numerical results, and finally, we conclude this Chapter in Section 3.5.
3.1 Outlines & Contributions
In this Chapter, we examine connectivity properties of the 3D grid-based deployment
under communication irregularity and placement uncertainty. We assume deployed nodes
are subject to random errors in physical positioning. In addition, we assume a probabilistic
communication range, which has an arbitrary irregular shape in 3D space (due to presence
of obstacles, and signal attenuation and reflection). Given a fixed number of sensor nodes,
our work can determine the maximum placement error that the deployment can tolerate to
maintain a given connectivity level. Additionally, assuming a limit on the physical
placement errors during the deployment process, we can specify the minimum number of
nodes required for a desired connectivity requirement. The major contributions of this
work are as follows.
1. We provide a solid analytical derivation for the node positioning errors and the
communication range irregularity on the grid.
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2. We explore a more practical connectivity setting for the deployed sensor nodes by
considering their placement in the 3D space.
3. Assuming such practical aspects of the deployment, we propose a generic approach to
evaluate the average connectivity in 3D grid-based deployments. This approach is
applicable to various grid shapes and different kinds of random error distributions.
4. Based on the proposed approach, other design problems, such as the maximum
allowed placement error and maximum grid-edge length to satisfy a connectivity
requirement, are also addressed.
3.2 System Models
Connectivity of the grid-based deployment is affected in practice by the surrounding
environment and terrain, in addition to the placement uncertainty of the deployed nodes.
To quantify the grid connectivity, specific models for communication irregularity and
placement errors have to be used. These models, along with the assumed network model,
are detailed in the following.
3.2.1 Network Model
For simplicity and without loss of generality, in this Chapter, a flat network architecture
in which all of the deployed (sensor) nodes are of the same type and have the same
communication range is assumed. The sensor nodes have a fixed and limited transmission
range, and communicate periodically with the base station in a multihop fashion.
Topology of these sensor nodes is modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nc
candidate grid vertices, and E is the set of edges in the graph G. We remark that the
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deployment of sensor nodes in this research is independent of the underlying Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol. We assume a transmission rate limit Tr for each node
during a single time unit (measured in hours). This limit can be adjusted to comply with
any MAC protocol.
Figure 3.1 depicts the 3D grid model assumed in this work, where the grid edge length is
supposed to be proportional to sensor nodes transmission range r. We remark that our
deployment planning is applicable for other types of grid models, not only the cubic one.
On the cubic grid model, each Sensor Node (SN) is placed close to a phenomenon of
interest for more accurate estimates in terms of the spatial properties of the collected data.
The base station placement is based on the application requirements in a fixed position
and it is the data sink for the system. Next, we seek a mathematical formula that
quantifies the connectivity level between the deployed sensor nodes and the system sink
(base station).
3.2.2 Communication Model
In the literature, two types of communication models are widely used. The first assumes a
binary disk to represent the communication range of a wireless device and sends/receives
signals only within the disk radius rd. The binary disk model simplifies the problem of
connectivity and helps in setting an upper bound on the connectivity level. Nevertheless,
this type of communication model is too idealistic. The second type of communication
model assumes that the probability of communication between two wireless devices
decays exponentially with distance.
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In practice, wireless signals not only decay with distance, but also are attenuated and
reflected by surrounding obstacles such as buildings, trees, etc. Hence, signal strength
varies from one position to another based on the distance, and from one direction to
another based on obstacles and terrain. Accordingly, the communication range of each
device can be represented by a 3D arbitrary shape as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. An arbitrary shape of the communication range in 3D space.

For a realistic estimation of the arbitrary shape dimensions, we need a practical signal
propagation model. This model can describe the path loss4 in the monitored environment
by taking into consideration the surrounding terrain effects on the power (Pr) of the
received signals as follows [48].
(3.1)
Where d is the Euclidian distance between the transmitter and receiver,
exponent calculated based on experimental data,

4

is a random variable describing signal

Path loss is the difference between the transmitted and received power of the signal.
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is the path loss

attenuation effects5 in the monitored site, and K0 is a constant calculated based on the
transmitter and the receiver mean heights.
Assume Pr in Eq. (3.1) is set to the minimal acceptable signal level that maintains the
ability to transmit/receive signals within a specific site to be monitored, and assume

and

K0 are also known for this site. Thus, Eq. (3.1) can be used to derive the following
probabilistic communication model which gives the probability that two devices separated
by the distance d can communicate with each other.
(3.2)
Where

.

Thus, the probabilistic connectivity

is not only a function of the distance separating the

sensor nodes but also a function of the surrounding obstacles and terrain, which can cause
shadowing and multipath effects ( ). The ability to communicate between two wireless
devices is defined as follows:
Definition 1. (Probabilistic Connectivity): Two nodes (devices) separated by a distance
dareprobabilisticallyconnectedwithathresholdparameterτ(0≤τ≤1),if

≥τ.

3.2.3 Placement Uncertainty Models
Based on the utilized deployment technique, device placement uncertainty can be either
bounded or unbounded. In bounded uncertainty, positioning errors are expected to be

5

Wireless signals are attenuated because of shadowing and multipath effects. This refers to the fluctuation of the average received

power.
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within a predetermined range. In contrast, the range is unpredictable in unbounded
placement errors. Bounded errors may have various random distributions including
bounded Normal, bounded uniform, etc. Similarly, unbounded errors may have various
distributions such as the uniform and Normal distribution. For simplicity, and without
loss of generality, bounded uniform and unbounded Normal errors are assumed in this
work.
3.2.3.1 Bounded Uniform Errors
Assume the deployed device is placed incorrectly at any point inside a bounded error
sphere Eg of radius R surrounding the targeted grid vertex. Since the communication
range in reality has the arbitrary shape depicted in Figure 3.1, the following Lemma
holds.
Lemma 1. Every surface in 3D space is a set of infinite spherical sub-surfaces.
Proof. With reference to [50], assume S is any surface in the 3D space. M is a point that
belongs to S. Since all points which belong to a spherical surface have an equal distance
(radius) r to a single point called the sphere center, the spherical surface becomes a
point when r goes to zero. Hence, every point in the 3D space represents a sphere of
radius r (= 0). Consequently, every point M belongs to the surface S is a sphere of radius
r (= 0). The total number of spheres constructing the surface S decreases as more sets of
adjacent (non-separated) points which belong to a single sphere surface are found.
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Based on Lemma 1, we assume that the arbitrary shape in Figure 3.1 is constructed by a
set of spheres as depicted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Spheres constructing the curved surface of the arbitrary shape in 3D space.

These spheres vary in number and size from one arbitrary shape to another. To calculate
the probability of communication between the deployed device and its neighbors, assume
e denotes the event that a device at vertex u of the grid is connected to the device placed
in the error sphere Eg. Assume the completed sphere surface of the intersecting subsurface (of the irregular shape of device placed at u) with the sphere Eg is Ou as shown in
Figure 3.3. Then, the probability of e is equal to probability of vertex u being separated
from the deployed device in Eg by a distance less than or equal to r. This is satisfied if the
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deployed device is placed within the intersection of the sphere Ou centered at u, and the
error sphere Eg centered at the grid vertex g.

Figure 3.3. Deployed devices are placed within an error sphere Eg which intersects the
communication sphere of the device placed at u.

As a result,
(3.3)
Assuming that x axis is passing through the centers of
through the center of

and

, and y axis is passing

, we introduce the following Lemma.

Lemma 2. Intersection volume between the error sphere and the sphere of the
intersecting arbitrary sub-surface is given by
(3.4)
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Figure 3.4. Cross-sectional circles of the spheres Ou and Ex in a 2D plane.

Proof. Assume a schematic drawing of

and

in a 2D plane as depicted in Figure

3.4. The intersection volume in Figure 3.3 is then generated by rotating the two shaded
areas A and B, in Figure 3.4, 180° around the x axis. Hence,
(3.5)
In order to calculate the volumes generated by A and B, we integrate the corresponding
equations of circles

and

from a to b and from b to c, respectively. Since the

equation of a circle of radius i centered at point (h, k) is
(3.6)
We get,
(3.7)
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where

. Therefore, the intersection volume in Figure

3.3 is equivalent to the volume in Eq. (3.4).

As the volume of the intersecting spheres has a closed form proposed in Lemma 2, we
can efficiently compute

for any grid vertex g and its neighboring vertices in the

presence of bounded errors. The following Theorem is a direct result from Lemma 2.
Theorem 1. If device placement is subject to uniform bounded random errors, then

(3.8)

3.2.3.2 Unbounded Normal Errors
In this section, we assume independent trivariate Normal errors in 3D space, around the
targeted grid vertex (since the error is unbounded, there is no specific radius for the error
sphere), as shown in Figure 3.5. We assume that the error distribution has a mean of zero
and is spherically symmetric in 3-axis Cartesian coordinates, centered at the grid vertex.
Hence the probability density function is
(3.9)
where

is the variance.
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To calculate the probability of connectivity between a sensor node placed at the point
(u,v,q) and another sensor node placed inaccurately at (x,y,z) beside the grid vertex
(xi,yi,zi), assume e denotes the event that these two sensor nodes are connected.

Figure 3.5. Schematic drawing for the placement uncertainty in the grid-based deployment.
Sensor nodes are not placed exactly on the targeted grid vertices numbered by 11, 13 and
22.

Then, the probability that the two sensors are connected, when they are subject to random
Normal errors, is given by
(3.10)
where

is the probability that sensors at positions (u,v,q) and (x,y,z) will properly

communicate with each other, when separated by a distance di where

is a random

variable that follows a log normal distribution and represents the effects of multipath and
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shadowing. By plugging Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9) into Eq. (3.10), we obtain the following
form of the probability of event e:

(3.11)
where,
(3.12)
The form in Eq. (3.11) can be further simplified by completing the square and solving the
integrand for a specific value of the path loss

(=2), obtaining

(3.13)
where di is the Euclidian distance separating the two positions (u,v,q) and (x,y,z) in the
3D space.
Generally, the integrand in Eq. (3.13) is equal to zero if the distance between the two
points (xi,yi,zi) and (u,v,q) exceeds the communication range and/or the communication
channel conditions prohibits the reception of wireless signals. Thus, P(e) decreases
dramatically as the distance between the grid vertices increases and the surrounding
environment becomes more crowded by obstacles.
Based on the previous discussion, we achieve the following Theorem.
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Theorem 2. If the device placement is subject to unbounded random Normal errors, then
the probability of two sensor nodes, deployed on adjacent vertices on the grid, being
connected to each other is calculated by Eq. (3.13).
3.3 Quantifying the Grid Connectivity
Grid-based deployment in 3D space has been used in various environment monitoring
applications. Several benefits of applying the grid-based deployments in 3D space have
also been discussed in the literature [4][42]. 3D grids have shown efficiency in terms of
the vertical and horizontal node alignment in addition to their well organized structures
including cubes, truncated octahedrons, and hexagonal prisms which lead to more
accurate node positioning and neighborhood determination. Nevertheless, the average
connectivity of the grid when probabilistic communication models and placement
uncertainty are assumed has not been investigated yet.
3.3.1 Generic Approach
In this section, we propose a generic approach to derive the average connectivity
percentage of the deployed sensor nodes on the 3D grid with various types of placement
errors including random bounded and unbounded errors. In addition, we consider a
practical communication model in determining the ability of communication between
adjacent nodes on the grid vertices. We first state two definitions that we use in the
derivation.
Definition 2. (Neighboring Set): The set of sensor nodes placed on grid vertices and
connected to a common vertex at the center via a single grid edge from each sensor is the
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neighboring set of that central vertex. Each node of this set is not included in any other
neighboring set.
Note that the number of vertices (sensor nodes) in a neighboring set depends on the grid
shape. For example, in a cubic grid a single neighboring set will have six vertices as
shown in Figure 3.6.
Definition 3. (Neighboring Set Connectivity): The percentage of sensor nodes in a
single neighboring set, which can communicate with the sink node via single or multiple
hops, is defined as the neighboring set connectivity.

Figure 3.6. An example of a single neighboring set in cubic grid. The neighboring set of the
centered node at vertex 14 consists of 6 sensor nodes distributed at vertices 5, 11, 13, 15, 17,
and 23.

In the following, we derive the connectivity of a single neighboring set (V)
mathematically. Suppose we have N sensor nodes distributed on the 3D grid vertices and
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each sensor node has a probabilistic communication range as shown in Figure 3.1. Let Cj
denote the percentage of V, centered at vertex j, being connected to at least one node xi.
Assume xi is a sink node, or a sensor node connected to the sink node via single or
multiple hops. Then, the neighboring set connectivity is the expectation of Cj and is
calculated by
(3.14)
where p(u) is the probability that the node at vertex

is at least connected to xi and v

is the number of neighboring grid vertices in the set V (e.g. v = 6 in cubic-grid). Let ei
(where i is the vertex index on the 3D grid and may have a value from 1 to N, inclusive)
denotes the event that the node at vertex u is connected to xi under random possible errors
(bounded/unbounded) in placement. Then we have,

. Using the

addition rule [49], we have
(3.15)
and using the multiplication rule [49], we get

(3.16)
where

is calculated from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13) in Theorems 1 and 2 for random

bounded and unbounded errors, respectively. And
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, which is the probability of

the node placed at vertex u being connected to xi given that it is connected to xj under
random possible errors, is determined based on the utilized deployment technology. For
example, if we are using an airplane to drop the sensor nodes on their specified locations,
then, based on the speed and wind directions we can estimate the value

.

However, this is not the usual case in deterministic grid-based deployment, where ei is
often independent of ej (i.e.

), as will be presented subsequently. We

remark that in typical grid deployments, even with random errors, a given sensor node at
vertex u will be connected with a non-negligible probability only by those sensors that
are the closest to u (i.e. neighboring set of u). Conversely, the probability of being
connected to sensors not in the neighboring set of u may be taken to be negligible.
Therefore, many terms in Eq. (3.16) can be safely set to zero.
By computing the summation of Eq. (3.16), for all

over v as noted by Eq. (3.14),

we achieve the single neighboring set connectivity. To evaluate the grid connectivity, we
compute the average connectivity percentage of the deployed network.
Definition 4. (Average Connectivity Percentage): The arithmetic average of all
neighboring sets on the grid is the average connectivity percentage of the deployed WSN.
This arithmetic average is calculated by

(3.17)
where

is the total number of neighboring sets of the deployed grid.
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Theorem 3. All of the deployed sensor nodes are connected to the sink node if and only if
the Arithmetic Average is equal to one.
Proof. To prove by contradiction, assume that the Arithmetic Average is equal to one and
not all sensors are connected to the sink node. Then, there is at least one sensor which is
not connected to the sink. Based on Definition 3, there will be at least one neighboring
set with average connectivity less than one. Hence, using Definition 4, the Arithmetic
Average connectivity of the grid is not equal to one which contradicts the assumption.

Figure 3.7. Schematic drawing for the grid-based deployment in Example 1.

For further illustration of the proposed generic approach, consider the following example.
Example 1: Assume a single system sink and 34 sensor nodes (i.e. N = 34) placed on grid
vertices as shown in Figure 3.7. Let all sensor nodes be placed exactly on the grid
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vertices and apply a binary communication disk such that the grid edge length is less than
or equal to rd. In this case, we have 5 neighboring sets (i.e.

centered at vertices

32, 44, 63, 92, and 84. In each neighboring set, v is equal to 6. In order to calculate the
Arithmetic Average of the deployed nodes in Figure 3.7, the expected connectivity
percentage of each neighboring set is examined. Starting by the sink neighboring set
centered at vertex 63, we can see how all of the neighboring nodes of the sink (positioned
at vertices 58, 64, 68, 62, 38, and 88) are connected to the sink directly because they are
within its range. Hence, p(u) of the sink neighboring nodes is equal to 1 and the expected
connectivity percentage

of the neighboring set centered at the sink is equal to

100%. Similarly, by examining the connectivity of the neighboring sets centered at
vertices 32, 44, 92, and 84, we find that all of their nodes are connected via single or
multiple hops to the sink node. As a result, their expected connectivity percentages will
always be equal to 100% and thus, the Arithmetic Average calculated in Eq. (3.17) will be
equal to one as stated in Theorem 3.■
Based on example 1, we can see how resilient the grid-based deployment is to
connectivity failures. For example, the percentage

will stay 100% even if the

communication channels between the sink node and its neighbors placed at vertices 38,
58, 68, and 88 in Figure 3.7 are not available. This is due to the ability of the nodes
placed at these vertices to reach the sink node via the sensor nodes placed at vertices 62
and 64. In addition, assuming all possible paths between one of the sensor nodes placed
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on the grid and the sink node are disconnected, the overall Arithmetic Average
connectivity of the deployed grid-based network will stay very high based on Eq. (3.17).
It is worth pointing out that the connectivity degree of the cubic grid deployment
proposed in example 1 is equal to six for all sensor nodes except those at the grid
boundary where the connectivity degree becomes equal to one. Therefore, dense
deployment is required at the grid boundary for a better connectivity degree. Although
this example considers ideal grid deployment, it describes the core idea of our generic
approach and provides an upper bound on the grid connectivity.
3.3.2 Theoretical Analysis
In section 3.3.1, we proposed the generic formula that evaluates the average connectivity
of the grid. This formula is applicable to several deployment scenarios, in which the
deployment errors occur simultaneously and they may be dependent and/or independent
based on the accuracy of the utilized instruments and technologies in the deployment
process. Accordingly, in this section, we examine the average connectivity percentage of
the grid when the events ei (i=1, .., N) are mutually exclusive and the deployment errors
are assumed independent.
Assuming that the events are mutually exclusive can further simplify Eq. (3.15) as
follows
(3.18)
Nevertheless, this assumption is not accurate in practice as the deployed sensor node is
most often connected to several other nodes at the same time. Hence, the events
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are not

mutually exclusive except for a very specific case where every deployed sensor node is
connected to only one node.
On the other hand, deployment errors occur, usually, independently in grid-based
deployments due to the placement of each sensor node on the associated grid vertex in an
individual manner. Assuming that the deployment errors (bounded/unbounded) are
independent means that the e events are mutually independent. And thus Eq. (3.16) is
reformulated as follows

(3.19)
For simplicity but without loss of generality, we will assume in our discussion in the
following section that the deployment errors (bounded/unbounded) are independent, and
will therefore use Eq. (3.19) to be plugged in Eq. (3.14), and thereafter in Eq. (3.17).
3.4 Discussions & Numerical Results
In this section, we assess the performance of grid-based deployments in terms of average
connectivity in the presence of bounded uniform and unbounded placement errors. In
both cases we validate our approach using MATLAB simulation results. Then, we
discuss properties of the grid connectivity based on some numerical results generated by
the proposed approach. We show how the maximum grid edge length can be chosen in
order to satisfy a specific percentage of connectivity. Given a specific grid edge length,
we find the maximum tolerable placement errors to satisfy a specific percentage of
connectivity.
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We simulate 1000 deployment instances which are randomly generated on the vertices
of a cubic grid, and hence v = 6. The grid vertices are distributed in a 900*900*200 (m3)
space. As the distance separating the adjacent vertices is equal to the theoretical
transmitting range r (= 100 (m)), each simulated deployment can have up to 109 sensor
nodes (i.e. N = 109) with only one base station (i.e. flat topologies are assumed). Random
bounded and unbounded errors are applied on these sensor nodes while they are placed on
grid vertices. A Linear Congruential random number generator is used to distribute up to
109 sensor nodes in the 1000 deployment instances, in addition to generating random
errors in the placement coordinates. Based on experimental measurements [48], we set the
our communication model variables and simulator parameters to be as follows: γ= 2, Pr =
-104 (dB), K0 = 42.152,

= 60%, Tr = 64 (byte/hr), and nc = 109 (vertex). And the μ

random variable in Eq. (3.2) is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution function with
a mean of 0 and variance of 10. Each simulated experiment is repeated 1000 times and the
average results hold a confidence interval no more than 2% of the average (over 1000
runs) at a 95% confidence level.
Two main parameters are used in this simulation: the error sphere radius R, and the
variance of the Normal errors

. We chose these parameters as they are key factors in

reflecting the range of bounded and unbounded displacement errors. We use one
performance metric, which is the average connectivity percentage, to validate our
mathematical derivations in measuring the grid connectivity. This metric reflects the grid-
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connectivity property under varying placement errors and indicates the efficiency of the
deployment plan as well.
As for the numerical results, we use three main metrics: 1) the average connectivity
percentage, 2) the maximum grid edge length, and 3) the maximum displacement error.
The maximum grid edge length is a measurement of the farthest distance separating sensor
nodes placed on two adjacent vertices. It is the most influential factor in the design of the
grid shape and dimensions. The maximum displacement error is used to reflect the
reliability of the deployed grid-based network under practical placement uncertainty. It
indicates the maximum allowable error in the placement to satisfy specific connectivity
requirements.
Two main parameters are investigated in the numerical results: 1) the range of the
placement errors, and 2) the grid edge length. We chose these parameters due to their
major effects on the required average connectivity of the grid-based deployment.
3.4.1 Grid Connectivity with Bounded Uniform Errors
In this scenario, the average connectivity of the deployed sensor nodes is evaluated as a
function of the error sphere radius R and the length of the grid edge L. We first study how
the radius of the error sphere impacts the average connectivity. Figure 3.8 depicts the
impact of R on the average connectivity percentage with L values varying from 80 to 100
(m) and R values varying from 10 to 40 (m). The results from the theoretical derivations
in Section 3.3 and from the simulations match very well, and hence the correctness of our
general approach is validated. In addition, we observe how the increase in the radius of
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the error sphere degrades the grid’s connectivity. As the grid edge length increases, the
grid connectivity decreases, as well. This is because of the distance consideration in the
probabilistic connectivity model considered in this chapter. Furthermore, we have
observed that having a non-zero error sphere radius may not significantly affect the grid
connectivity as long as the grid edge length is short enough. Results of the remaining of
this subsection are numerically derived, based on the analytical study in Section 3.3.
Figure 3.8 shows a very appealing feature of the grid-deployment: the network
connectivity is rather resilient to random bounded errors. As an example, when L=80 and
R≤40 (m), the connectivity percentage is no less than 80% of the ideal connectivity
generated with R=0. In addition, the connectivity percentages at different L values
monotonically decrease with R for the considered probabilistic communication Pc. This is
a useful characteristic to solve for the maximum R allowed for a given L and a given
connectivity requirement. For example, if the required connectivity is 80% of the ideal
connectivity calculated by the error free grid deployment, and L is 90 (m), the maximum
R should not be greater than 30 (m). Note that when L=100 (m), the connectivity cannot
reach 95% no matter how small R is.
We next investigate how the grid edge length L impacts the average connectivity in cases
where R is set to 10, 20, and 30 (m). We vary the value of L from 75 to 100 (m) in each
experiment. The average connectivity of the deployed nodes as a function of L is then
depicted in Figure 3.9. And as shown it is a monotonically decreasing function of L. This
characteristic can be used to solve another practical problem concerning finding the
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maximum L for a given R, in order to satisfy a connectivity requirement. In reference to
Figure 3.9, we solve this problem when the required connectivity is 85%, 80% and 75%
and the results are plotted in Figure 3.10. Note that while R increases, the maximum L for
the multiple connectivity levels decreases. This decrease is expected in order to maintain
the required connectivity level while the error sphere radius R is increasing. In addition,
these results show that for a high level connectivity and using a limited transmission
range, the physical deployment errors have to be tightly bounded.
3.4.2 Grid Connectivity with Unbounded Normal Errors
In this scenario, the average connectivity of the grid is determined by the variance

of

the Normal distribution and the length of the grid edge L. We first study how the variance
of the Normal distribution impacts the average connectivity. Figure 3.11 depicts the
impact of

on the average connectivity percentage with L values varying from 80 to 100

(m) and

values varying from 0 to 6. The results from the theoretical derivations in

Section 3.3 and from the simulations match very well, and hence the correctness of our
general approach is again validated. Results of the remaining of this section are
numerically derived, based on the analytical study in Section 3.3.
In accordance with Figure 3.8, Figure 3.11 shows a positive feature of the griddeployment; the network connectivity is also rather resilient to random Normal errors. For
example, when L=80 (m), the connectivity percentage only drops from 96% to 94% when
increases from 0 to 2. The average connectivity of grid-based deployment is also a
monotonically decreasing function of

, and this is a useful characteristic to find the
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maximum

allowable for a given L and a given connectivity requirement. In reference

to Figure 3.8, Figure 3.12 plots the maximum

as a function of L. We observe that for

90% connectivity the maximum variance should not be more than 3.5 and the grid edge
length should not exceed 80 (m). In case of 80% connectivity, the maximum variance can
reach 5.7 and 3 for L=80 and L=90 (m), respectively. Hence, the highest error variance is a
decreasing function of L. Again, this is expected in order to maintain the required
connectivity level while the grid-edge length L is increasing. Furthermore, these results
indicate that varying ranges of the error values during the deployment process may
require closer separating distances between the deployed nodes on the grid.
We also study how the distance L impacts the average connectivity in cases where

is

set to 0, 2, 4, and 6, by varying the value of L from 80 to 100 (m). The average
connectivity of the grid as a function of L is presented in Figure 3.13. Unsurprisingly, the
average connectivity of the grid decreases when the grid edge length increases. As the
variance

increases, the grid average connectivity decreases, which supports our

observation in Figure 3.12. The average connectivity of the sensing field is a
monotonically decreasing function of L and this characteristic can be also used to describe
the maximum L for a given

and a connectivity requirement, in accordance with Figure

3.10 and Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.8. The connectivity percentage vs. the radius of the error sphere for varying gridedge lengths.
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Figure 3.9. The average connectivity percentage vs. the length of grid edge for varying
error sphere radius.
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Figure 3.11. The average connectivity percentage vs. the variance of the Normal
distribution for varying grid-edge lengths.
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3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we investigated connectivity properties of the grid-based WSN
deployment in the presence of inevitable random errors. These errors can cause nodes to
be displaced from grid vertices and/or affect the communication channel. We proposed a
generic approach to quantify the average connectivity of the grid under practical random
errors. This approach is applicable to a multiplicity of random error distributions and
different grid shapes. We applied the generic approach to normal and uniform
distributions of errors in placement with the assumption of an arbitrary 3D shape for the
communication range. Numerical results obtained from the proposed approach
demonstrate how resilient grid-deployment is to random placement errors and
unpredictable communication ranges. We also demonstrate how to use this research in
order to analyze and describe some practical planning issues, and therefore provide a solid
guideline for practical grid-based deployment efforts. We can find the maximum
allowable placement uncertainty for a given grid-edge length and a given connectivity
requirement. Conversely, we can address another practical problem concerning finding the
maximum grid-edge length for a given placement uncertainty, in order to satisfy a
connectivity requirement.
This research can efficiently facilitate the deployment design for realistic connectivityoriented WSNs as well as complementing other research efforts made to overcome
connectivity problems after their occurrence. We characterize the properties of
connectivity and analyze its behavior in real life scenarios, where the node placement is
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subject to human/machinery mistakes and the communication range is subject to
unexpected circumstances that may affect its shape in the 3D space. Thus, the key sources
of connectivity failures and problems are addressed. It has been shown that the grid-based
deployment is resilient against the key sources of connectivity problems. We therefore
advocate adopting this deployment method whenever possible in practice.
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Chapter 4
Grid-based Deployment for Heterogeneous WSNs in OEM
Maximizing network connectivity while maintaining a useful lifetime period without
exceeding cost constraints is a challenging design objective for WSNs. Satisfying such
objective becomes even a more intricate task with 3D setups and harsh operational
conditions found in typical large scale environment monitoring applications. While much
work has been performed in environment monitoring, only few have addressed the
unique characteristics of such applications. In this Chapter, we introduce a novel 3D
deployment strategy for relay nodes in environmental applications. The strategy
optimizes network connectivity, while guarantying specific network lifetime and limited
cost. Key to our contribution is a very limited search space for the optimization problem,
in addition to a revised definition for the network lifetime that is more appropriate in
environment monitoring. The effectiveness of our strategy is validated through extensive
simulations and comparisons, assuming practical considerations of signal propagation
and connectivity. An abbreviated version of this chapter have appeared separately in [7],
[13] and [12].
The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 proposed approach
and main contributions are outlined. Practical system models and placement problem are
presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, our two-phase deployment strategy is described.
The performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated and compared to other deployment
strategies in Section 4.4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Outlines & Contributions
In this Chapter, we investigate an efficient way for the relays placement that address the
aforementioned challenges and desired WSNs properties in OEM applications. Such
nodes’ placement problem has been shown in [19] to be NP-hard. Finding non-optimal
approximate solutions is also NP-hard in some cases. To address this complexity, we
propose an efficient two-phase relay node deployment in 3D space. The first phase is
used to setup a connected network backbone using minimum number of relay nodes for
cost efficiency. In the second phase, we aim at finding a set of a relatively small number
of candidate positions, such that we optimize the relay nodes placement on these
positions to achieve the maximum backbone connectivity for guaranteed lifetime period
within a limited cost budget. To this end, major contributions of this work are listed as
follows:
1. We explore the most suitable lifetime definition in environment monitoring. The
appropriateness of the proposed definition is evaluated and compared to other lifetime
definitions in the literature based on harsh environmental characteristics.
2. We introduce a generic 3D relay node placement problem, which aims at maximizing
connectivity with constraints on WSN cost and lifetime. We propose an efficient twophase solution for the 3D deployment problem, which considers a limited search
space, generic communication model, most appropriate lifetime definition, and harsh
operational conditions.
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3. Performance of the proposed two-phase solution is evaluated and compared to
currently used strategies in environmental applications in the presence of varying
probabilities of node failure and disconnectivity.
4.2 System Models & Problem Statement
In this section we outline our assumed WSN models, in addition to introducing a general
definition for the targeted relay node deployment problem. We assume hierarchical
network architecture to address the node heterogeneity problem; where relays and sensors
are utilized. Some of the relay nodes are called Cluster Heads (CHs) because they are
receiving from a specific cluster of sensors according to their locations. A graph topology
is considered for easy network extend, and accurate (mathematical) connectivity
computation. Furthermore, a detailed discussion of the utilized cost and communication
models is proposed, and the appropriateness of the considered lifetime definition is
examined.
4.2.1 Network Model & Problem Statement
In this Chapter, a two-layer hierarchical architecture is assumed as a natural choice in
large-scale environmental applications, in addition to providing more energy-efficient
deployment plan. The lower layer consists of sensor nodes that sense the targeted
phenomena and send measured data to Cluster Heads (Relay Nodes) in the upper layer, as
shown in Figure 4.1 (a). Usually these sensor nodes have fixed and limited transmission
ranges and do not relay traffic in order to conserve more energy. The upper layer consists
of cluster heads and relay nodes which have better transmission range (= r) and
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communicate periodically with the base station to deliver the measured data in the lower
layer. Cluster heads aggregate the sensed data and coordinate the medium access, in
addition to supporting relay nodes in relaying data from other CHs to the BS in the upper
layer. Assuming sensor nodes have enough energy to perform their effortless tasks, we
focus this work on the upper layer devices which are relay nodes and cluster heads.

(a) Two layer hierarchical architecture,

(b) Cubic 3-D grid model for the targeted WSN deployment where dashed lines and empty
circles represent grid edges and vertices, respectively.
Figure 4.1. The Network Architecture.
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The topology of the upper layer is modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V = {n0, n1, ..,
nnc} is the set of nc candidate grid vertices, E is the set of edges in graph G, and (i, j)

E,

if nodes at ni and nj have enough probabilistic connectivity percentage to establish a
communication link (edge). We remark that deployment of relay nodes in this research is
independent of the underlying Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol. Where we
assume a transmission rate limit T for each node during a one time unit (measured in
hours, days, etc.). This limit can be adjusted to comply with any MAC protocol. For
simplicity and without loss generality, we assume S-MAC protocol [60] is handling the
medium access in this research.
Figure 4.1 (b) depicts the 3D grid model assumed in this work, where the grid edge
length is supposed to be proportional to sensor nodes transmission range r. We remark
that our deployment planning is applicable for other types of grid models, not only the
cubic one. In this cubic grid model, each Sensor Node (SN) is placed near to phenomena
of interest for more accurate estimates in terms of the spatial properties of the collected
data. Cluster Heads (CHs) are then placed on the most appropriate grid vertices; which
can serve the largest number of sensor nodes distributed around each cluster head. The
base station is placed based on the application requirements in a fixed position and it is
the data sink for the system. Then, we seek to optimize the relay nodes positions on the
3D grid to get cluster heads connected to the base station efficiently; in terms of cost and
network lifetime. Hence, we define a general relay node placement problem in
environmental WSNs as follows:
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Problem Statement Definition: Given a specific sensing task with pre-specified SNs,
CHs and BS locations, determine the positions of RNs so that connectivity between CHs
and BS is maximized while lifetime and cost constraints are satisfied.
4.2.2 Cost & Communication Model
Device cost in environmental applications depends on its functionalities and hardware
components. The more functionality the device has, the more complex and expensive it
is. As relay nodes are assumed to have more functionality and dominate other devices in
terms of transmission range, the cost is modeled in this work by the number of relay
nodes placed in the monitored site. We assume identical cost for these RNs.
For the communication model, we consider the probabilistic connectivity proposed in
Chapter 3. Note that this communication model is generic in terms of the parameters (K,
, τ, and ), which takes into consideration the surrounding environment characteristics.
Setting these parameters to values obtained from experimental data, as we did in this
Chapter, would provide more practical connectivity estimation and thus, more efficient
deployment planning.
4.2.3 Lifetime Model
Models in the literature differ in the way they consider a WSN to be still operational.
These models can rely on connectivity of the deployed nodes or on percentage of alive
nodes (which have enough energy to accomplish their assigned tasks) in the network.
Connectivity-based (CB) and Percentage of Alive Nodes (PAN) models are defined as
follows, respectively:
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Definition 1. (Connectivity-Based (CB)): Lifetime of a WSN is the time span from
deployment to the instant when a network partition occurs6.
Definition 2. (Percentage of Alive Nodes (PAN)): Lifetime of a WSN is the time span
from deployment to the instant when the percentage of alive nodes falls below a specific
threshold.
However, losing a few nodes may not significantly affect the overall WSN performance
especially when redundant nodes and communication links (edges) are used in tolerating
high probabilities of disconnected nodes, as they did in environmental applications.
Generally, in environment monitoring, several nodes are assigned to measure single
specific criteria of the monitored space, such as temperature in forestry fire detection
[52]. Consequently, the concept of node redundancy should be addressed. In addition,
lifetime models relying on the aforementioned definitions do not take into consideration
the node type which could be cluster head, relay node or sensor node. Therefore, we
propose the following Environment-specific (Env.) lifetime definition.
Definition 3. (Environment-specific Lifetime (Env.)): Lifetime of a WSN is the time
span from deployment to the instant when the percentage of alive and connected
irredundant nodes is below a pre-defined specific threshold.
Using this definition we benefit from device redundancy by considering the network to
be operational as long as a specific percentage of cluster heads providing the targeted
data, are still alive. These cluster heads need not only be alive, but also must be

6

Network partition occurs when one or more nodes are not able to communicate with the base station.
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connected to the base station via single or multi-hop path(s). Note that a cluster head i is
connected to another node j, if

≥ τ, according to the probabilistic connectivity

definition.
In order to mathematically translate the aforementioned lifetime definitions, we assume
number of rounds for which a WSN can stay operational as the unit measure of the
network lifetime. A complete round is defined in this work as the time span tround in
which each irredundant cluster head (i.e. responsible for different sensor nodes) transmits
at least once to the base station without violating cutoff criteria of the lifetime definitions.
tround is identical for all rounds due to a constant data delivery assumed per round. In
addition, we adopt the general energy consumption model proposed in [64], in which
energy consumed for receiving a packet of length L is:
(4.1)
and the energy consumed for transmitting a packet of length L for distance d is:
(4.2)
where

,

and

are hardware specific parameters of the utilized transceivers, and

is

the path loss exponent.
Based on Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), in addition to knowing the initial energy

of each node

with its relative position to other nodes, we can calculate the remaining energy

per

node after the completion of each round by
(4.3)
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where T, R and A are the total number of transmitted, received and aggregated packets
per round, respectively, and
Considering

is the energy consumed for a single packet aggregation.

calculated in Eq. (4.3) and assuming the cutoff criterion associated with

each lifetime definition is represented by a binary variable7 C, we calculate the total
number of rounds for which a WSN can stay operational for; where a wireless node is
assumed to be a live and connected as long as its

and the probabilistic

connectivity definition is satisfied.
To assess the environment-specific definition, we use simulation to compare it to
Connectivity-based and Percentage of alive nodes definitions using four main
performance metrics: (1) Ratio of alive CHs, (2) Ratio of disconnected CHs/RNs, (3)
Ratio of Remaining Energy (RRE), and (4) Total rounds, which are described as follows.
Ratio of alive CHs is the percentage of cluster heads which have enough energy to
aggregate and forward data to the base station at least once. Ratio of disconnected
CHs/RNs is the percentage of cluster heads and relay nodes which have enough energy to
aggregate and forward data at least once but are not able to communicate with the base
station. Ratio of remaining energy is the ratio of total energy amount still available at all
nodes (CHs/RNs) to the total energy at deployment when the network is not operational.
The network is not operational when the cutoff criterion of the lifetime definition is
satisfied. Finally, total rounds is the total number of rounds in which a WSN can be
considered operational. These four performance metrics are chosen to reflect the ability

7

The cutoff criterion is not satisfied and the network is still considered operational if C = 0 and vice versa if C = 1.
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of environment-specific lifetime definition to: (1) accurately estimate the network
lifetime, and (2) effectively utilizing the network (i.e. maximize network operational time
by delaying the assumption of the network death). Thus much better energy and resource
utilization can be achieved.
Using MATLAB, we simulate randomly generated WSNs which have the hierarchical
architecture and the graph topology proposed in section 4.2.1. Each generated network
consists of 12 CHs and a total of 50-80 RNs which are randomly deployed on grid
vertices in 700x700x200 (m3) 3D space using Linear Congruential random number
generator. The parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Parameters of the simulated WSNs.
Parameter

Value

τ

70%

nc

109 (vertex)

Parameter
L

512 (bits)
15.4 (J)

50e-9 (J/bit)

T

10e-12 (J/bit/m2)

Pr

50e-9 (J/bit)

Ja

Value

100
(packet/round)
-104(dB)
24 (hour)

4.8

K0

42.152

10

r

100 (m)

50e-7 (J)

PNF

10-60%

Therein, τ is set to high value for practicality in simulating fluctuated and attenuated
signals in environment monitoring applications [48]. For simplicity, we apply cubic 3D
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grid model with identical grid edges of the length equal to 100 (m). We assume a
predefined fixed time schedule for traffic generation (=100 packets per round from each
CH) and a Probability of Node Failure (PNF) varying from 10-60%. We define the PNF
as the probability of physical damage for each node in the network, which is very
common in outdoor environment monitoring. Thus, a higher PNF indicates a higher
possibility for the node to be damaged; while still having enough energy to sense and
communicate. We intended to assume a very high PNF (up to 60%) to reflect some actual
situations in outdoor environmental applications. Three different cutoff criteria are used
for the simulated network to be considered operational. According to Environmentalspecific (Env.) lifetime definition and the proposed network model, the network is still
operational as long as the percentage of connected irredundant cluster heads which have
enough energy to communicate with the base station is greater than or equal to 50%. The
CB definition considers the network non operational when one or more cluster heads are
unable to reach the base station. Finally, the network is not operational, based on PAN
definition, when 50% or more of the nodes run out of energy. After the network is
considered not operational, we measure the aforementioned performance metrics. This
experiment is repeated 500 times. The average results are reported in Figure 4.2, Figure
4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.2 shows the ratio of disconnected nodes obtained when the network becomes
non-operational. Obviously, CB definition underestimates the network lifetime by
considering it non operational while it has very low percentage of disconnected nodes.
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Dependency of the disconnected nodes ratio on the PNF values, confirms its unsuitability
for environmental applications. Using Env. definition we observe that the simulated
WSNs can remain operational even when the ratio of disconnected nodes is much higher
than the ratio achieved by the CB definition. Unlike CB definition, Env. definition shows
very close percentages of disconnected nodes under different probabilities of node failure
when the network is considered non operational. This indicates adaptability of Env.
definition to high and varying probabilities of node failure in the monitored site.
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Figure 4.2. Ratio of disconnected CHs/RNs vs. different probabilities of CH/RN failure.

In Figure 4.3, ratio of alive CHs when the network becomes non operational is shown. In
this Figure we can see how definitions relying on percentage of alive nodes waste
network resources by stopping the network while it still has significant percentage of
alive CHs. Furthermore, PAN definition considers that the network is not operational
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based on unpractical percentage of alive nodes which ignores node type (whether it is CH
or RN) and does not differentiate between redundant and irredundant CHs. Therefore,
PAN is not suitable for environmental applications.
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Figure 4.3. Ratio of alive CHs vs. different probabilities of CH/RN failure.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of the three different definitions in terms of RRE.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of the three different definitions in terms of Total Rounds.
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Figure 4.4 shows that based on the Env. definition the WSN can remain operational even
when the RRE is less than 20%. On the other hand, using CB and PAN definitions, the
network is non operational even when it has around 60% of the initial deployed energy.
Therefore, the Env. lifetime definition leads to more efficient resource utilization.
Figure 4.5 depicts the total rounds counted based on the three lifetime definitions. Models
relying on CB and PAN definitions underestimate the network lifetime. In addition,
Figure 4.5 indicates the appropriateness of Env. definition in practice under extreme PNF
values. Consequently, Env. lifetime definition is imposed in our deployment strategy that
is described in the following section.
4.3 Deployment Scheme (Strategy)
The relay node placement problem proposed in this work has infinitely large search space
and finding the optimal solution is NP-hard. Therefore, we propose a 3D grid model that
limits the search space to a more manageable size. Grid models have well-organized
vertices, distributed in regular lattice structures. These vertices can be organized in
different structures (e.g. cubes, octahedrons, pyramids, etc.) in 3D space to provide more
accurate estimates in terms of the spatial properties of the targeted data.
We assume knowledge of the 3D terrain of the monitored site ahead of the deployment
planning time. Hence, practical candidate positions on the grid vertices are predetermined; non-feasible positions are excluded from the search space. We use candidate
grid vertices to apply the deployment strategy in two phases. The first phase is used to
place a minimum number of relay nodes on the grid vertices to establish a connected
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network. The second phase is used to choose the optimal positions of extra relay nodes
required to maximize the network connectivity with constraints on cost and lifetime. This
two-phase deployment strategy is called Optimized 3D Grid Deployment with Lifetime
Constraint (O3DwLC).
4.3.1 First Phase of the O3DwLC Strategy
The first phase is achieved by constructing a connected Backbone (B) using First Phase
Relay Nodes (FPRNs). Locations of these nodes are optimized in order to use minimum
number of FPRNs that can connect cluster heads to the base station. Towards this end, we
apply the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm as described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: MST to construct the connected backbone B
Function ConstructB (IS: Initial Set of nodes to construct B)
Input:
A set IS of the CHs and BS nodes’ coordinates
Output:
A set CC of the CHs, minimum RNs, and BS coordinates forming the
network Backbone
begin
CC = set of closest two connected nodes in IS;
CC = CC

minimum RNs needed to connect them on the 3-D grid;

IS = IS – CC;
Nd = number of remaining IS nodes which are not in CC;
i = 0;
foreach remaining node ni in IS do
Calculate Mi: Coordinates of minimum number of RNs required to
connect ni with the closest node in CC.
i = i + 1;
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M = { Mi }
while Nd > 0 do
SM = Smallest Mi;
CC = CC

SM

ni;

IS = IS - ni;
M = M - Mi;
Nd = Nd – 1;
end
end
end

To illustrate placemnet of the FPRNs using Algorithm 1, consider the following example.
Example 1: Assume we have 7 cluster heads preallocated with the base station on the grid
vertices as in Figure 4.6 (a), then we seek the minimum number of relay nodes (=NMST)
required to connect these cluster heads with the base station as dipicted in Figure 4.6 (b).
Positions of these NMST relay nodes are determined by applying Algorithm 1. The
algorithm first constructs the Initial Set IS consisting of cluster heads and base station
coordinates. Then, a Connected Component CC set is initiated by the closest two nodes’
coordinates in IS, which are cluster heads at vertices 15 and 17, in this example. These
coordinates are then removed from IS. Obviously, by adding only one relay node at
vertex 14, cluster heads at 15 and 17 become connected. Hence, coordinates of that relay
node is added to CC and remaining number of nodes Nd in IS is set to 6. Now, we
calculate Mi for the remaining nodes at vertices 1, 5, 19, 23, 25 and 27 in IS, which would
have 2, 0, 2, 0, 1 and 1 candidate relay node coordinates, respectively.
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(a) Before applying Algorithm 1 (i.e. without FPRNs), and r is the grid edge length.

(b) After applying Algorithm 1 (with FPRNs).
Figure 4.6. An example of the FPRNs placement.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7.(a)Agraphwith8nodesand13links.Thegraph’sconnectivitycharacteristics
are: one node to disconnect (removal of node 8), two links to disconnect (removal of links
connecting node 8 to nodes 2 and 4), Laplacian matrix of this graph is shown in (b) and λ2 is
0.6277.

Since the set M1, associated with the base station placed at vertex 5, have the smallest
number of required coordinates (=0), we put M1 in the set SM and CC becomes equal to
{15, 17, 14, 5}. M and IS are then updated and Nd is decremented by 1. By repeating this
process until Nd is equal to 0, we obtain the final connected component CC that is shown
in Figure 4.6 (b) where relay nodes in this Figure are the FPRNs of the WSN to be
deployed. The deployed FPRNs with the cluster heads and the base station construct the
network backbone.
Connectivity of the Backbone B generated in this phase of the deployment is measured by
considering B as a connected graph which has a Laplacian matrix L(B) [27]. The
Laplacian matrix is a two dimensional matrix that has -1 at the element (i,j), if there is a
connection between nodes i and j. It has an integer positive number at the element (i,i)
that represent number of edges connected to the node i (see Figure 4.7). Given L(B), the
backbone connectivity (or algebraic connectivity) is mathematically measured by
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computing the second smallest eigenvalue λ2. Where λ2 indicates the minimum number of
nodes and links whose removal would disconnect the graph B (see Figure 4.7 for more
details). By maximizing λ2 of L(B), we maximize the required number of nodes and
communication links to disjoint (disconnect) paths in the network backbone. This is
because of the proportional relationship between the value of λ2 and the number of
nodes/links which can cause network partitions [27]. Hence, more reliable8
environmental WSN can be achieved due to the ability to overcome significant topology
changes caused by communication quality changes and node failures using tightly
connected backbones. In order to maximize the backbone connectivity λ2, extra relay
nodes (SPRNs) are placed in the second phase of the O3DwLC strategy.
4.3.2 Second Phase of the O3DwLC Strategy
In this phase, we optimize positions of SPRNs such that λ2 of the backbone generated in
first phase is maximized with constraints on cost and lifetime. For simplicity, we start by
maximizing λ2 without lifetime constraints. Assume we have nc grid vertices as candidate
position for SPRNs. We want to choose the optimum NSPRN relay nodes amongst these nc
relays with respect to connectivity; where NSPRN is constrained by a cost budget. We can
then formulate this optimization problem, with reference to Table 4.2, as
(4.4)

8

Reliability here is defined by the existence of an operational path from all CHs to the BS even in the presence of nodes and links
failure.
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where
(4.5)

Table 4.2. Notations used in the placement problem.
Notation

Description

Notation

Description
Summation of NCH+

αi

A binary variable equals 1 when RN at vertex i in the 3D grid is
allocated and 0 otherwise.

n

NMST+1 (which is
the total of CHs,
FPRNs, and BS).

Incidence matrix that results by adding RN i in the 3D grid; Ai=[a1,

Ai

a2, .., am], where ai is the vector that consists of n elements that can

Initial Laplacian

take a value of either 0, 1 or -1 and m is the total number of edges

matrix produced by

that is produced by adding RNi. For example, if adding RNi will
st

establish a connection between node 1 and 3, then 1 element is set
rd

to 1 and 3 element is set to -1 and all of remaining elements are set

Li

the allocated CHs,
FPRNs, and the BS
nodes.

to zeros.
Inxn

Identity matrix of size n by n.

However, an exhaustive search scheme is required to solve (4.4), which is
computationally expensive, especially for the naturally large nc values in large-scale
environmental applications. This is due to the involved computations required for finding
for a large number

of Laplacian matrices. Therefore, we need a

computationally efficient means to solve (4.4), in addition to more limited search space
that reduces the value of nc.
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Taking advantage of the constructed network backbone in first phase, SPRNs may be
placed on any grid vertex as long as it is within the probabilistic communication range of
the largest number of CHs/FPRNs in B. This in turn can further finite the search space
without affecting the optimality of the deployment plan. To explain our method of
finding such a finite search space, we introduce the following definitions.
Definition 4. (Ideal Set): A finite set of positions P is ideal iff it satisfies the following
property:
There exists an optimal9 placement of SPRNs in which each relay is placed at a position
in P.
We aim at finding such an ideal set in order to achieve more efficient discrete search
space in which candidate relays’ positions are not including all of the grid vertices but a
subset of these vertices that has the most potential to enhance the network connectivity.
Moreover, since the computational complexity will be proportional to the cardinality of
this ideal set, we should find a set with reasonably small size.
Definition 5. (Covered Grid Unit (CGU)): Acoveredgridunitαisagridunitthathas
a connected center with at least one CH or FPRN. Let C(α) denote the subset of the
CHs/FPRNscoordinatescoveringα.
We assume that the considered virtual 3D grid can have a building unit, called grid unit.
For example, the grid unit of the 2D grid shown in Figure 4.8 is the small square drawn
by dashed lines while in 3D it will be a cube (in cubic grid models). Each grid unit is

9

Optimal in terms of connectivity.
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supposed to has a center of mass represented by its position coordinates (black dots in
Figure 4.8). We decide whether a grid unit is covered by a specific node (CH/FPRN), if
the probabilistic connectivity Pc between the grid unit center and that node is greater than
or equal to the aforementioned threshold τ.

Figure 4.8. An example of a maximum covered grid unit in 2D plane. Numbers inside the
bounded squares represent the node ID covering these squares.

Definition 6. (Maximal Covered Grid Unit (MCGU)): A covered grid unit α is
maximalifthereisnoCoveredGridUnitβ,where

.

For more illustration, consider Figure 4.8 in the 2D plane. It shows four wireless nodes
with respect to the grid units. Each wireless node has an arbitrary communication range.
The covered grid units are bounded by solid lines, and the Maximal Covered Grid Units
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(MCGUs) are solid black squares. These MCGUs have the highest potential to place the
SPRNs due to their ability to establish the highest number of new edges between already
deployed FPRNs/CHs. Accordingly; we have to show that an ideal set can be derived
from the set of MCGUs. Towards this end, we state the following Lemmas.
Lemma 1. ForeveryCGUβ,thereexistaMCGUαsuchthat

.

Proof: IfβisaMCGU,wechooseαtobeβitself.IfβisnotaMCGUthen,bydefinition,
thereexistsacoveredgridunitα1 such that

.Ifα1 is a MCGU, we choose

βtobeα1,andifα1 is not maximal then, by definition, there exists another covered grid
unit α2 such that

. This process continues until a maximal covered grid

unitαx isfound;wechooseαtobeαx. Thus, Lemma 1 holds.
Lemma 2. Finding a MCGU takes at most (n – 1) step, where n is number of nodes
constructing the backbone B.
Proof. By referring to the proof of Lemma 1, it is obvious that|C(αx)|≤n,and|C(α)|<
|C(α1)| < |C(α2)| < ... < |C(αx)| ≤ n; where |C| represents the cardinality of the set C.
Consequently, the process of finding the maximal covered grid unit αx takes a finite
number of steps less than or equal to n – 1.
Then, we introduce the following Theorem.
Theorem 1. A set P that contains one position from every MCGU is ideal.
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Proof. To prove this Theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any arbitrary placement Z
we can construct an equivalent10 placement Z’ in which every SPRN is placed at a
position in P. To do so, assume that in Z, a SPRN i is placed such that it is connected to a
subsetJofCHs/FPRNs.Itisobviousthatthereexistsacoveredgridunitβ,suchthatJ
.FromLemma1,thereexistaMCGUαsuchthat

.InZ’,weplacei

at the position in P that belongs to α, so that i is placed at a position in P and is still
connected with all CHs/FPRNs in J. By repeating for all SPRNs, we construct a
placementZ’whichisequivalenttoZ,andthusTheorem1holds.
In order to find all MCGUs, we need a data structure associated with each grid unit to
store coordinates and total number of CHs/FPRNs covering the grid unit. We represent
this data structure by the covered grid unit set C(i), where i is the center of the grid unit.
By computing C(i),

, we can test whether a covered grid unit centered at i is

maximal or not by searching for a set that has at least all elements of C(i). In the
following, Algorithm 2 establishes the data structures. Algorithm 3 tests whether a
covered grid unit is maximal or not. Algorithm 4 uses Algorithms 2 and 3 to construct an
ideal set P by finding all MCGUs.

10

Equivalent in terms of the covering CHs/FPRNs. In other words, the placement of a SPRN at position i, within the communication
range of the CHs x and y, is equivalent to the placement of the same SPRN node at position j within the communication range of the
CHs x, y and z.
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Algorithm 2: Build up grid units data structure
Function FindGridUnitCoverage(B: Backbone constructed by CHs & FPRNs)
Input:
A set B of the CHs and FPRNs nodes’ coordinates.
Begin
foreach grid unit center i do
C(i) := ;
foreach CH/FPRN j do
Compute Pc(i, j);
If Pc(i, j) ≥ τ
C(i) := j

C(i);

endif
endfor
endfor
End
Algorithm 3: Testing whether a grid unit set C(i) is maximal or not.
Function Maximal(C(i), all non-empty grid unit sets)
Input:
A set C(i) for a specific grid unit center i.
All non-empty sets of the grid units’ centers.
Output:
True if C(i) is MCGU and False otherwise.
Begin
If C(i) :=

do

return False;
endif
Search for a set C’ such that C(i)
If C’ :=

do

return True;
else
return False;
endif
End
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C’.

Algorithm 4: Finding all Maximal Covered Grid Units MCGUs.
Function FindMCGUs(B: Backbone constructed by CHs & FPRNs)
Input:
A set B of the CHs and FPRNs nodes’ coordinates.
Output:
A set P that contains one position from every MCGU.
Begin
P := ;
FindGridUnitCoverage(B);
foreach C(i) do
If Maximal(C(i), all non-empty grid unit sets) do
P := {i}

P;

endif
endfor
End

Once we obtain the set P which contains one position (grid vertex coordinates) from each
MCGU, the search space of the problem formulated in (4.4) becomes much more limited.
In order to efficiently solve the optimization problem in (4.4), we reformulate it as a
standard semi-definite program (SDP) optimization problem [20][27], which can be
solved using any standard SDP solver. By relaxing the Boolean constraint
be linear constraint

to

, we can represent the problem in (4.4) as
(4.6)
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The optimization problem in (4.6) is convex with linear constraint [20]. Thereby we
introduce the following Theorem.
Theorem 2. The optimization problem in (4.6) is mathematically equivalent to the
following SDP optimization problem
(4.7)

where S is a scalar variable and

denotes the positive semi-definiteness (i.e. all

eigenvalues of the matrix are greater than or equal to zero).
In reference to [12], this Theorem can be easily proved by induction.
In order to add environmental lifetime constraints to Eq. (4.7), let the backbone
(generated in first phase) be operational for initial number of rounds equal to IRs.
Assume adding one relay node of the SPRNs would prolong the network lifetime by extra
rounds ERi. Then, to guarantee that the network will stay operational for a minimum
number of required rounds RLT, the total extra and initial rounds must be greater than or
equal to RLT as elaborated in the following:

Since we are using the cutoff criterion of the environmental lifetime definition in
calculating both ERi and IRs, inequality (4.8) represents a more environment-specific
lifetime constraint in the O3DwLC strategy.
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From (4.7) and (4.8), SPRNs positions that maximize

with constraints on lifetime and

cost are found by solving the following11:

In the following, Algorithm 5 summarizes the second phase deployment proposed in this
section where the search space is limited to nc positions for grid vertices within the ideal
set P.
Algorithm 5: SPRNs deployment
Function SPRNs (B: Backbone constructed by CHs, FPRNs & BS, P)
Input:
A set B of the CHs, FPRNs and BS nodes’ coordinates.
An ideal set P of nc candidate positions for the SPRNs.
Output:
A set SP of the SPRNs coordinates maximizing connectivity of B with
practical lifetime and cost constraints
begin
Li = Laplacian matrix of B
IRs = number of rounds B can stay operational for
for (i = 1; i < nc; i++)
Ai = coefficient matrix corresponding to vertex i on the grid
ERi = extra rounds achieved by allocating RN at vertex i
end
SP = Solution of SDP in (4.9)
End

11

SDPA-M MATLAB package can be used to solve (4.9).
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To illustrate the output of Algorithm 5, consider the following example.
Example 2: Assume we have up to two extra relay nodes (SPRNs) to maximize
connectivity of the backbone generated in Figure 4.6 (b) and ensure at least 20 rounds the
network can stay operational for. In this case,

. We

start by computing the ideal set P to specify our search space in this problem using
Algorithm 4. Afterward, we calculate the initial Laplacian matrix Li associated with the
backbone to be used in Eq. (4.5), in addition to computing initial rounds (IRs=10) the
backbone can stay operational for. With reference to Table 4.2, we set
calculate

to 1 and

and extra rounds ERi for each element i in the ideal set P. Notice that P in

this example is the set of vertices 10, 13, 16, 2, 8, 20, 26, 6, and 18 in Figure 4.9 (a),
assuming that only nodes placed on adjacent vertices are connected. Now we solve the
SDP in (4.9) for this specific example. As a result, the highest two values of

(i.e.

network connectivity with constraints on cost and lifetime) are associated with vertices
10 and 26. By allocating the two SPRNs at these two vertices as shown in Figure 4.9 (b),
we guarantee the network lifetime to be at least 20 rounds, in addition to maximizing the
backbone connectivity, as well. For instance, we can see how removal of single node in
Figure 4.9 (a) such as FPRNs at vertex 4 or 14 can cause a network partition. While using
SPRNs in Figure 4.9 (b), at least two nodes removal is required to cause the network
partition.
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(a) Before applying second phase placement (i.e. without SPRNs).

(b) After applying second phase placement (with SPRNs).
Figure 4.9. An example of the SPRNs placement.
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Finally, based on the output of Algorithms 1 and 5, locations of relay nodes (FPRNs and
SPRNs) are determined optimally in terms of maximum connectivity and limited cost
budget, in addition to practical lifetime considerations. This can be easily proven given
that the two solutions achieved by Algorithms 1 and 5 are optimal and independent. We
remark that this two-phase solution can be easily extended to consider other constraints
such as coverage, data fidelity, fault-tolerance, etc. It is also important to notice that
Algorithms 1 and 5 are computationally efficient in practice with complexity of O(n log
n).
4.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed O3DwLC strategy under
harsh environmental circumstances, where numerous probabilities of node failure and
isolation are considered and 3D setup is required. We compare our strategy to an efficient
deployment strategy, called the Shortest Path 3D grid deployment (SP3D). The SP3D
strategy is usually used in environmental applications such as forest fire detection and
soil experiments [51][52]. Moreover, SP3D strategy is used as a baseline in this research
due to its efficiency in maintaining a predefined lifetime and choosing the minimum
number of relay nodes required in constructing the network backbone. In SP3D,
Algorithm 1 is used to construct the network backbone by allocating the minimum
number of relay nodes on 3D grid vertices. These relay nodes connect the pre-allocated
cluster heads with the base station. Then, extra relay nodes are densely distributed near to
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the network backbone devices in order to enhance their connectivity. Both O3DwLC and
SP3D strategies are evaluated and compared using three different metrics:
1. Backbone Connectivity (λ2): this criterion reflects deployed network reliability under
harsh environmental characteristics and ability to prolong lifetime. It indicates
efficiency of the designed WSN.
2. Number of CHs/RNs: this indicates the system cost effectiveness in harsh
environments.
3. Number of rounds: this is a measurement of the total rounds the deployed network
can stay operational for. It reflects efficiency of the estimated WSN lifetime.
Two main parameters are used in this comparison: Probability of Node Failure (PNF) and
Probability of Disconnected Nodes (PDN). PNF is the probability of physical damage for
the deployed node. PDN is the probability of a node to be disconnected while it still has
enough energy to communicate with the base station. We chose these parameters as they
are key factors in reflecting harshness of the monitored site in terms of weak signal
reception and physical node damage.
4.4.1 Simulation Model
The O3DwLC and SP3D strategies are executed on 500 randomly generated WSNs
hierarchical graph topologies in order to get statistically stable results. For each topology,
we apply a random node/link failure and performance metrics are computed accordingly.
Dimensions of the 3D deployment space are 700x700x200 (m3). Twenty irredundant
cluster heads (i.e. responsible for different sensor nodes) in addition to one base station
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are randomly placed on 3D cubic grid vertices using a Linear Congruential random
number generator. We assume a predefined fixed time schedule for traffic generation at
the cluster heads. Positions of relay nodes are found by applying the O3DwLC and the
SP3D deployment strategies. We assume that each WSN is required to be operational for
at least 20 rounds (lifetime constraint) using at most 60 relay nodes (cost constraint).
Table 4.3. Parameters of the simulated WSNs.
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

RLT

20 (round)

NSPRN

0-60 (relay node)
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PNF

0-60%

0-60%

NCH

20

Total Grid
Units
PDN

Based on experimental measurements taken in a site of dense trees [48], we set our
system model variables to be as described in Table 4.1 and Table 4.3. However, the nc
variable, which represent the search space size for the optimization problem in (4.9), will
have different values varying from one deployment to another based on the locations of
the backbone nodes reached by Algorithm 1 and their probabilistic communication
ranges. Thus, the formulated sets of CGUs and MCGUs will vary from one deployment
instance to another after applying Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 on the resulted network
backbone in the first phase of the O3DwLC strategy. Similarly, the values of NMST and
IRS are assigned based on the results of the first phase deployment, and consequently,
they vary from one instance to another. We assume fixed and equal transmission ranges
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to simplify the presentation of results, in addition to applying identical grid edge lengths
(=100 m). Nevertheless, the same simulation parameters are applicable in case of
different transmission ranges varying from one device to another with unequal grid edge
lengths. For comparison purposes, we simulate the lifetime and connectivity of different
relay nodes counts and varying PNF and PDN (0-60%) for both strategies, O3DwLC and
SP3D. As we aforementioned, each simulation experiment is repeated 500 times and the
average results hold a confidence interval no more than 2% of the average (over 500
runs) at a 95% confidence level.
4.4.2 Simulation Results
While the O3DwLC strategy optimizes locations of second phase relay nodes in order to
achieve the highest connectivity (λ2), SP3D attempts to find locations of extra relay nodes
(deployed after constructing the optimized backbone) by distributing them on 3D grid
vertices that are more likely to increase the network connectivity as we described above.
It is expected from O3DwLC to outperform the SP3D in terms of connectivity and total
number of nodes as shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 presents the average λ2 for both
strategies using different total numbers of RNs nodes, where number of cluster heads is
fixed to 20 to see the effect of relay node placement, and PDN = 0.2. It is clear how an
increment in the deployed RNs leads to increment in connectivity even in the presence of
20% disconnected nodes using O3DwLC strategy. Moreover, using 30 nodes only,
O3DwLC strategy achieves a connectivity value higher than the connectivity value
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achieved by SP3D using 70 nodes which indicates a higher save in terms of the network
cost.
We also investigate the effect of PDN, which varies from 0-60%, on lifetime using both
strategies as shown in Figure 4.11. We select the total number of nodes in this
comparison to be 40 (20 CHs and 20 RNs) to avoid extreme cases where total number of
RNs is too high or too low. From Figure 4.11, we can see how the WSNs generated by
O3DwLC can stay operational for longer time than the SP3D which indicates high
reliability, where there exist at least one operational path from each cluster head to the
base station even in the presence of 60% PDN [2].
In Figure 4.12, we examine the effect of the lifetime constraint on the O3DwLC and
SP3D strategies when PDN=20%. Under that PDN, O3DwLC is still much better in
terms of the total rounds a network can stay operational for. Not surprisingly, the
difference in lifetime of the WSNs generated using both strategies decreases as the total
number of relay nodes increases due to connectivity increment. From Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.12 we also observe that increasing the connectivity value of the WSN will
increase its lifetime since both Figures are simulating the same WSNs with the same total
number of nodes.
Figure 4.13 shows how O3DwLC strategy outperforms SP3D strategy under different
PDN values. Wireless sensor networks generated by O3DwLC strategy stays connected
even under PDN=50%. This is a desirable performance in harsh environmental
applications.
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Similarly, Figure 4.14 shows how O3DwLC strategy outperforms SP3D strategy under
different PNF values varying from 0-50%. We can see how generated networks by
O3DwLC strategy can stay connected and operational even under PNF=50%. This is
another desired and required performance issue in harsh environmental applications.
We remark that choosing an appropriate value of NSPRN is highly dependent on the
probability of node failure. Figure 4.15 shows the effect of PNF on the choice of NSPRN.
For low values of PNF only few Extra Relay Nodes (E-RNs) are needed. On the other
hand, at least 10 E-RNs are needed to guarantee connectivity in environments with a 50%
PNF.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we explored the problem of grid-based deployment in environmental
WSNs, aiming at maximizing network connectivity with constraints on lifetime and cost.
An efficient two-phase approach was presented using minimum spanning tree and semidefinite programming. For more practical solution, application-specific signal
propagation and lifetime models were considered, in addition to limiting the huge search
space of the targeted deployment problem. The signal propagation model provided more
realistic communication properties between the deployed nodes in order to precisely
describe their ability to communicate between each other. As for the lifetime model,
several lifetime definitions in the literature were discussed and compared based on
practical metrics and parameters to reflect the appropriateness of these definitions in
environmental applications. The extensive simulation results, obtained under harsh
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operational conditions, indicated that the proposed two-phase strategy can provide
tightly-connected networks and practically-guaranteed lifetime for environmental
applications. Moreover, deployment strategy and results presented in this Chapter can
provide a tangible guide for network provisioning in large-scale environmental
applications which require 3D setups. In addition, they are applicable for different grid
shapes and environment characteristics (e.g. various signal attenuation and path loss
levels).
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Figure 4.15. Minimum number of SPRNs to achieve specific PNF.
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Chapter 5
Grid-based Deployment for Heterogeneous & Hybrid WSNs in OEM
Recently, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) emerged as a powerful and cost-efficient
solution for unattended Outdoor Environment Monitoring (OEM) applications. These
applications impose certain challenges on WSN deployment, including large 3Dimansional (3-D) coverage areas, harsh operational conditions, and limited energy
resources. At the same time, WSNs operating in these environments need to have long
lifetimes with minimal human intervention. To achieve this, while mitigating the effects
of the aforementioned challenges, careful network deployment is needed. Key to such a
deployment is the use of Relay Nodes (RN) in addition to Sensor Nodes (SN). While RNs
facilitate reaching distant destinations with multiple short hops, hence extending the
transmission range, SNs can reserve their limited energy resources for sensing and data
collection. In addition, Mobile RNs (MRN), which is a set of RNs capable of being
reallocated (i.e. mobilized) at any point within the network lifetime, can be used to
overcome possible link or node failure. It can also guarantee minimal energy
consumption through imposing a balanced traffic distribution. This chapter proposes a 3D grid-based deployment for heterogeneous (consisting of SNs, RNs, and MRNs) WSNs.
The problem is cast as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) optimization problem
with the objective of maximizing the network lifetime while maintaining certain levels of
fault-tolerance and cost-efficiency. The use of the 3-D grid deployment helps limiting the
infinite 3-D space of the covered area to a manageable finite set of possible node
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locations. Intensive simulations show the lifetime enhancement achieved in practical
environmental conditions. We point out that an abbreviated version of this Chapter have
appeared separately in [14], [15], [16] and [17].
The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the system
model as well as the mathematical framework. Efficient deployment strategy is proposed
and discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents simulations and results, while
conclusions and summary are outlined in Section 5.5.
5.1 Outlines & Contributions
In this chapter, we consider a comprehensive network deployment problem. Unlike the
previous related work, we consider the joint deployment of sensor nodes and relay nodes,
both static and mobile. Furthermore, the proposed deployment strategy aims mainly at
increasing the network lifetime while offering a controllable level of fault tolerance. In
particular, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. Generally, SNs/RNs can be placed on any vertex of the 3D grid, which results in a
huge search space in large scale applications, such as OEM, and thus, leading to
extreme complexity in repositioning extra static or mobile RNs during the run time.
We overcome this challenge by finding a subset of a relatively small number of grid
vertices for these RNs based on their intersecting communication ranges without
affecting the optimality of the deployment plan.
2. Assuming the mobility feature in a subset of the available relay nodes, we prolong the
network lifetime by dividing it into equal length rounds (e.g. hours, days, weeks, etc).
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The optimization problem is divided into an initial deployment and a periodic
redeployment performed at the beginning of each round. In the first step, the optimal
locations of all nodes are found. In the second step, the MRNs are relocated over a
subset of the possible locations. Both steps are performed while maintaining cost and
fault-tolerance constraints. The optimization problem is formulated as a Mixed
Integer Linear Program (MILP) and solved using a two-phase solution. Efficient
power metrics are used to maximize the network lifetime. These are the minimum
node residual energy and the total consumed energy. These two metrics guarantee an
influential MRN relocation.
3. An upper bound for the maximum network lifetime in ideal operation conditions is
derived. This bound is used to show the performance gains achievable by the
proposed two-phase solution.
5.2 System Models
In this section we describe the communication model, the network architecture, and the
lifetime model used in this Chapter. All three models were tailored to suit OEM
applications.
5.2.1 Communication Model
In practice, the signal level at distance

from a transmitter varies depending on the

surrounding environment. These variations are captured through the so called log-normal
shadowing model. According to this model, the signal level at distance
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from a

transmitter follows a log-normal distribution centered on the average power value at that
point [46]. Mathematically, this can be written as
(5.1)
where

is the transmission power,

distance

from the transmitter,

is the path loss measured at reference

is an environment dependent path loss exponent, and

is a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance

, i.e.

.
With the aid of this model, the probability of successful communication between two
nodes separated with a distance

can be calculated as follows. Assume

minimum acceptable signal level for successful communication between a source
destination

separated by distance

is the
and a

. The probability of successful communication is

. After some mathematical manipulations,

can be

written as

(5.2)

where

Q (·)

is the Q-function defined as

Q (x ) 

1
2

probability of successful communication between nodes
threshold,
connectivity

. Hence, the condition





x

e t

2

/2

dt

and

.

In this chapter, the
should exceed a certain

will be used. The percentage of successful

is a design parameter. In fact, if identical transceiver specifications are
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used for all nodes; choosing a particular

automatically specifies the maximum distance

between any two directly communicating nodes. This is also the edge length of the 3D
cubic grid. However, if the transceivers are different at least for the SNs and RNs;
different grid edges can be used. In this chapter we limit the analysis to the identical
transceivers case. The extension to the different transceivers case is straightforward.
5.2.2 Network Model
Consider a WSN where nodes are logically grouped into two layers, a lower layer
consisting of the SNs, and an upper layer consisting of all the RNs. SNs forward their
sensing data to a neighboring RN in the upper layer. To preserve their limited energy,
SNs are not involved in traffic relaying. On the other hand, RNs communicate
periodically with the BS, either directly or through other RNs, to deliver the traffic, i.e.
the aggregated data from the SNs.
The network architecture is shown in Fig 5.1 below. The edge length is the transmission
range . Nodes can only be placed at the vertices of the 3D grid such that the maximum
number of Event Centers (ECs) is monitored. An EC is a location where the targeted
phenomena can be monitored. While some phenomena can be monitored from all points
in the coverage area, others can only be monitored at certain locations. The network
topology is modeled as a graph
candidate grid vertices,

, where

is the set of bidirectional edges (links) between the deployed

nodes. Furthermore, the link between vertices
condition

is the set of

is met.
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and

belongs to

if and only if the

shows the network architecture assumed in this Chapter, where the grid edge lengths are
proportional to the nodes’ transmission range . Every node, a sensor node or a relay
node, is placed at one of the vertices of the 3D model such that the largest number of
event centers (ECs) is observed. An EC is the location of the monitored Natural
Phenomenon of Interest (NPI). Finally, all traffic shall be routed to the BS. The network
topology is modeled as a graph
candidate grid vertices,
nodes, and

, if

, where

is the set of

is the set of bidirectional edges (links) between the deployed
.

Fig 5.1. 3D Network Architecture

The network consists of
variables such that
vertex , and

SNs and

RNs. If we let

if a SN is placed at vertex ,
,

otherwise, then we can write
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and

be two binary

if a RN is placed at

v


i 1

SN
i

v


i 1

where

RN
i

 QSN ,

(5.3)

 Q RN ,

(5.4)

is the number of candidate positions on the grid vertices. To achieve complete

network coverage, the

nodes should be distributed such that: 1) every EC

should be covered by at least one SN, 2) every SN should be connected to at least one
RN, and 3) every RN should be connected to the BS either directly or indirectly through
other RNs. These three requirements can mathematically be written as follows. Let
a binary variable whose value is
EC and

if the

vertex is a candidate position to sense the

otherwise. Consequently, the first requirement can be written as
v


i 1

where

be

SN
i

·ij  1,

j  S EC ,

(5.5)

is the set of ECs. To guarantee the communication between the lower layer

and the upper layer in the network, the second requirement can be written as
v


i 1

where

SN
i

· RN
 1, j  V
j

is a set of neighboring indices such that

the transmission range of the

node, i.e.
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& j  N (i),

if the

(5.6)

vertex is within

. Finally, to guarantee that every

RN can reach the BS either directly (one hop) or indirectly (multiple hops), the third
requirement can be written as

 RN
j ·(



i {N ( BS ), M ( N ( BS ))}

where

iRN )  1, j  N (BS ),

is the set of indices such that

if the

(5.7)

node can reach

the BS either directly or indirectly.
5.2.3 Lifetime Model
Due to the harshness of outdoor environments, nodes and communication links are
prone to failure. Losing some nodes and links may isolate other functional nodes. This
problem can be overcome by deploying redundant nodes. Hence, deployment of
redundant nodes helps achieving fault-tolerance, and thus prolongs the network lifetime.
This latter concept can formally be defined as follows
Definition 1. (Network Lifetime): is the time span from network deployment to the
instant when the percentage of alive and connected irredundant SNs and RNs falls below
a specific threshold

.

Notice that the remaining nodes, in addition to being alive, need to be connected to the
BS either directly or through other nodes. In order to measure the network lifetime, a
measuring unit needs to be defined. In this work, we adopt the concept of a round as the
lifetime metric. A round is defined as the time period over which every irredundant node
in the network communicates with the BS at least once. In other words, it is the time span
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over which every EC reports to the BS at least once.
At the end of every round, the total energy consumed by the

node can be written as

i
E con
s  Per round J tr  Per round J rec ,

where

(5.8)

is the energy consumed for transmitting a data packet of length

to a receiver located

meters from the transmitter. Similarly,

is the energy

consumed for receiving a packet of the same length [59]. The parameters

,

, and

are hardware specific parameters of the used transceivers. Accordingly, if the initial
energy of the

node,

, is known, its remaining energy,

round can readily be calculated as

, at the end of the

.

At the end of every round, the total energy consumed by all nodes can be written as
. Alternatively, it can be written as follows. Since all
RNs may transmit and/or receive data in every round while all SNs only transmit their
measurements, the total energy consumed per round can be written as
v

iRN (
i 1

where



j N ( i )

J rec f ij 



v

j N ( i )

J tr f ij )  iSN (
i 1



j N ( i )

tot
J tr f ij )  E cons
,

(5.9)

is the traffic from node to node measured in bits per second (bps). The way

Eqs. (5.3)-(5.9) are presented lends the network architecture and the energy model
smoothly into the lifetime maximization problem to be discussed in the following section.
5.3 Deployment Scheme (Strategy)
The deployment problem studied in this chapter has an infinitely large search space.
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Hence, finding the optimal locations of all the nodes is a non-trivial process. To limit this
infinite search space to a manageable number of points, the 3D grid model is used.
Furthermore, prior knowledge of the monitored site is assumed. This helps identifying
candidate positions, i.e. grid vertices, at which nodes may be deployed. It also helps
excluding non-feasible positions from the search space.
The objective is to find the optimum locations for the

nodes amongst the

candidate grid vertices such that the network lifetime is maximized. The values of
and

present the network cost budget. The deployment strategy consists of two

phases. In the first phase, the optimum positions of all the nodes are found such that total
energy consumption is minimized, while maintaining the cost and fault tolerance
constraints. The second phase is launched at the end of every round. In it, the MRNs are
relocated in order to fix any connectivity problem(s) and to release the pressure from
heavily loaded nodes. This two-phase deployment strategy is called Optimized 3-D grid
deployment (O3D).
5.3.1 First Phase of the O3D Strategy
Let us start with the Simplest Deployment Scheme (SDS). SDS aims at maximizing
the network lifetime by finding: 1) the optimal deployment of all nodes in the network,
and 2) the optimal routing paths from the SNs to the BS. This can be stated as follows:
what are the optimal deployment and routing strategies that need to be used to reduce the
energy consumed per round.
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While Eqs. (5.3)-(5.9) guarantee that a total of

nodes satisfy the desired

network architecture; additional constraints are needed to control the routing paths. This
can be done as follows. First, the traffic needs to be fairly divided amongst the deployed
RNs to avoid node overload. Mathematically speaking, the conditions



j N ( i )



jN ( i )

need to be met.

and

RN
i

iSN ·f ij  g iSN ,  i V

· fij 



kN ( i )

RN
i

(5.10)

· f ki  giRN ,  i  V

are the generated traffic from the

(5.11)

SN and RN,

respectively, measured in bits per second (bps). Second, the limit of the available
bandwidth for every node needs to be maintained. This can be achieved through the
conditions



iSN ·f ij  C iSN ,

i V

(5.12)



iRN ·f ij  C iRN ,

i V

(5.13)

j N ( i )

j N ( i )

where

and

are the available bandwidths for the

SN and RN, respectively,

measured in bps. With the aid of these constraints, the SDS optimization problem can be
summarized as follows
:
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Minimize

tot
E cons

Subjectto

Eqs(5.3)-(5.9)

(5.14)

Eqs(5.10)-(5.13)

Observe that we have intentionally divided the constraints into two groups, network
architecture constraints and routing paths constraints. This division gives additional
insights into the performance of the proposed scheme as shall be revealed in the results
section. Despite that this scheme allows optimal deployment of a given set of nodes such
that lifetime is maximized; the deployed nodes are prone to isolation and/or failure that
render some ECs not covered. This is because no fault-tolerance constraint was imposed.
To achieve this tolerance, the Fault-tolerant Simplest Deployment Scheme (FSDS)
presents a fault-tolerant version of the SDS. Fault-tolerance is an energy consuming
constraint that allows the network to withstand a certain level of faulty nodes while
maintaining a desired level of coverage. Fault-tolerance can be quantified by the number
or percentage of faulty nodes tolerated. Hence, a

fault-tolerant network can be defined

as
Definition 2. (

Fault-tolerant Network): The network is

tolerate a maximum of

fault-tolerant if it can

non-operational nodes before experiencing network partition.

When the number of non-operational nodes is less than

, the network still needs to

recover the isolated ECs and nodes. This is achieved through the injection of redundant
nodes as mentioned earlier. Consequently, data recovery can be defined as
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Definition 3. (Data Recovery): The existence of operational redundant nodes capable of
covering isolated or partitioned ECs and nodes and routing their measurements to the
BS.
With the aid of these two definitions, we can summarize the objective of the FSDS
scheme as follows: maximize the network lifetime through finding: 1) the optimal
deployment of all nodes in the network, and 2) the optimal routing paths from the SNs to
the BS, such that the deployed network is

fault-tolerant and data recovery is

guaranteed. In other words, the FSDS scheme is an extension of the SDS with fault
tolerance and data recovery constraints.
Let us start with the fault-tolerance constraint. Every component in the network (EC,
SN, or RN) shall be connected to more than one element in the upper level to achieve a
desired level of redundancy. In other words, every EC needs to be covered by
SNs, every SN needs to be connected to at least
reach the BS through at least

RNs, and every RN needs to

routes. Consequently, Eqs. (5.5)-(5.7) can be

rewritten as
v


i 1

v


i 1

SN
i

 RN
j ·(

SN
i

·ij  k 1 ,

j  S EC .

· RN
 k 2,
j



j V

i {N ( BS ), M ( N ( BS ))}

&

(5.15)

j  N (i ),

iRN )  k 3 , j  N (BS ).
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(5.16)

(5.17)

It should be mentioned here that the way Eqs. (5.15)-(5.17) is written gives us flexibility
in choosing the level of tolerance at all layers in the network. This allows more
customized fault tolerance. However, to make the entire network a
network, we simply set

. Finally,

fault tolerant

can be rewritten with the

modified constraints to get the FSDS in the form of
:
tot
Minimize E cons

Subjectto Eqs (5.3)-(5.9),

(5.18)

Eqs(5.10)-(5.13)
Eqs (5.15)-(5.17)

By solving this optimization problem, a fault tolerant, maximized lifetime, WSN
deployment will be achieved, which is also the first phase deployment of the O3D
strategy summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: O3D First Phase Deployment.
Function OptIniDep (IS: Initial Set of ECs & BS coordinates to construct N, V)
Input:
A set IS of the ECs and BS coordinates.
A set V of the candidate grid vertices.
Output:
A set N of the SNs, SRNs, and BS coordinates.
Begin
Initialize: -values, ,
PS1 = Solve

,

,

,

,

,

,

in (5.18).

N = Set of coordinates of SNs, SRNs, and BS in PS1.
End
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,

.

An additional degree of freedom can be brought to the network through the use of MRNs.
MRNs can be reallocated periodically such that a particular objective is achieved. In our
case, we shall use it to maximize the network lifetime by reducing the energy
consumption of a particular set of nodes that have been overloaded, as described next.
5.3.2 Second Phase of the O3D Strategy
After performing the first phase of the O3D in
i.e.

static RNs and

which considers all the available RNs,

mobile RNs, (

), a relocation of the MRNs

is performed in the second phase of the O3D strategy, as shall subsequently be shown.
However, since the second phase deployment will take place during the network run
time, processing time is very critical and has to be very limited. Thus, searching all the
grid vertices,

, in large-scale applications with large

like OEM applications, is a

computationally expensive and time consuming process. This is due to the involved
computational requirements for finding the network lifetime for a large number,
, of possible node locations. Therefore, a limited search space with reduced
is needed.
Taking advantage of the previous knowledge of the SNs and the static RNs positions, the
MRNs may be placed on any grid vertex as long as they are within the probabilistic
communication range of the largest number of SNs and static RNs. As a result, the search
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space is reduced while the accuracy of the deployment plan is not affected. To explain
our method of finding this finite search space, we give the following two definitions.
Definition 4. (Ideal Set): A finite set of positions

is ideal if and only if it satisfies the

following property: there exists an optimal placement of MRNs in which each relay is
placed at a position in .
We aim at finding such an ideal set in order to achieve more efficient discrete search
space in which candidate positions do not include all the grid vertices but only a subset of
it. This subset should have the highest potential to prolong the network lifetime and
sustain its fault tolerance through maintaining the largest neighborhood. However, since
computational complexity is proportional to the cardinality of

, a set with an even

smaller cardinality is needed.
Definition 5. (Candidate Grid Unit (CnGU)): A candidate grid unit
has a connected center with at least k2 SN or k3 SRN. Let

is a grid unit that

denote the subset of the

SNs/SRNs coordinatesconnectedtoα.
The building unit of the 3D grid is called a Grid Unit (GU). See Figure 5.2 (a) below. A
GU is said to be connected to a particular SN or static RN if the condition
where

is met,

is the probabilistic connectivity parameter between the GU center and that node.

See Figure 5.2 (b) below.
Definition 6. (Potential Candidate Grid Unit (PCGU)): A candidate grid unit
potential if there is no Candidate Grid Unit , where
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.

is

Figure 5.2 (c) below illustrates this definition. The PCGUs have the highest potential to
place the MRNs based on Definitions 5 and 6. Accordingly; we have to show that an
ideal set can be derived from the set of PCGUs. Towards this end, we state the following
Lemmas.
Lemma 1. For every CnGU , there exist an PCGU

such that

Proof. If

is not a PCGU then, by definition,

is a PCGU, we choose

there exists a CnGU
and if

to be

itself. If

such that

. If

.

is a PCGU, we choose

is not PCGU then, by definition, there exists another CnGU
. This process continues until a PCGU

is found; we choose

to be

,

such that
to be

.

Thus, Lemma 1 holds.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2. (a) GU of a 2D and 3D grid model, where each GU has a center of mass (central
black dot) represented by its coaxial coordinates, (b) CnGU when k2=k3=1. And arrows
from the GUs' centers to the SN/SRN indicate the ability to communicate, (c) An example of
PCGUs in 2D plane, where k2=k3=2. It shows four wireless nodes with respect to the grid
units. Each SN/SRN has an arbitrary communication range. Numbers inside the bounded
squares represent the node ID connected to these squares.
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–

Lemma 2. Finding an PCGU takes at most

step, where

Proof. By referring to the proof of Lemma 1, it is clear that
; where
set . Consequently, the process of finding the PCGU
less than or equal to

.
, and

represents the cardinality of the
takes a finite number of steps

.

Then, we introduce the following theorem.
Theorem 1. A set

that contains one position from every PCGU is ideal.

Proof. To prove this theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any arbitrary placement Z
we can construct an equivalent12 placement

in which every MRN is placed at a position

in . To do so, assume that in , a MRN is placed such that it is connected to a subset
of SNs/SRNs. It is obvious that there exists a CnGU , such that
1, there exist a PCGU
belongs to

, so that

such that

. From Lemma

. In , we place at the position in

is placed at a position in

that

and is still connected with all

SNs/SRNs in . By repeating for all MRNs, we construct a placement

which is

equivalent to , and thus Theorem 1 holds.
In order to find all PCGUs, we need a data structure associated with each GU to store
coordinates and total number of SNs/SRNs connected to the GU. We represent this data

12

Equivalent in terms of connected SNs/SRNs. In other words, the placement of a MRN at position i, within the communication range
of the nodes x and y, is equivalent to the placement of the same MRN node at position j within the communication range of the nodes
x, y and z.
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structure by the CnGU set

, where

is the center of the CnGU. By computing

, we can test whether a CnGU centered at
for a set that has at least all elements of

is potential or not by searching

. In the following, Algorithm 2 establishes

the data structures. Algorithm 3 tests whether a CnGU is potential or not. Algorithm 4
uses Algorithms 2 and 3 to construct the ideal set

by finding all PCGUs.

Algorithm 2: Creating Grid Units Data Structures
Function FindCandidateGridUnit ( : set of SNs & SRNs)
Input:
of the SNs and SRNs nodes’ coordinates.

A set
Begin

foreach GU center do
;
; //where represents number of nodes connected
to the GU centered at i.//
foreach SN/SRN do
Compute

;

If
= +1;
endif
endfor
If

)

endif
endfor
End

Algorithm 3: Testing whether C(i) is Potential or Not.
Function Potential(
, all non-empty grid unit sets)
Input:
A set

for a specific grid unit center .

All non-empty sets of the grid units’ centers.
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Output:
True if

is PCGU and False otherwise.

Begin
If

do
return False;

endif
Search for a set
If

such that

.

do
return True;

else
return False;
endif
End

Algorithm 4: Finding all PCGUs.
Function FindPCGUs( : Set of SNs & SRNs)
Input:
A set

of the SNs and SRNs nodes’ coordinates.

Output:
A set

that contains one position from every PCGU.

Begin
;
FindCandidateGridUnit
foreach

;

do
If Potential(

, all non-empty grid unit sets) do
;

endif
endfor
End
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Once we obtain the set

which contains one position (grid vertex coordinates) from each

PCGU, the search space of the optimization problem to be formulated, subsequently,
becomes much more limited.
To start formulating the second phase optimization problem, we assume that an FSDS
deployment has already been performed and that the network is running. Some nodes will
be consuming more energy than others such that network bottlenecks start to appear. To
help these nodes, a total of

MRNs shall be relocated. The objective of this relocation

process is twofold: maximize the minimum residual energy amongst all nodes per round,
and minimize the total energy consumption. Notice that the first part of the objective
aims at maximizing a time-and-node-dependent value; hence relocation will always lead
to new optimal locations whenever applied. The objective function can be written as
tot
SN
RN
Minimize E cons
 E res
 E res

where

and

(5.19)

are the minimum residual energy over all SNs and RNs,

respectively, at the end of the round. Notice that RNs include both, static RNs and
MRNs. To guarantee connectivity for the entire round, these two residual energies need
to satisfy two conditions at the end of the round. The first one is
SN
RN
E res
, E res
0

while the second one is
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(5.20)

SN
iSN E rem

RN
iRN E rem


where

SN
Erem

and

RN
Erem



iSN J tr f ij 



iRN J tr f ij 

j N ( i )

j N ( i )



k N ( i )



SN
iSN J rec f ki  E res
, i V

k N ( i )

RN
iRN J rec f ki  E res
, i V

(5.21)

are the remaining energies in the SNs and RNs, respectively. These

two equations guarantee successful communication for at least one coming round.
Furthermore, at the end of the relocation process, the number of MRNs needs be the
same; whether relocated or kept in place. Hence, similar to Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), we can
write
v


i 1

MRN
i

M
 Q RN
.

(5.22)

Consequently, with the aid of these constraints, we can rephrase our optimization
problem to be written as
:
tot
SN
RN
Minimize E cons
 E res
 E res
,

Subjectto Eqs(5.3)-(5.9),
Eqs(5.10)-(5.13),

(5.23)

Eqs(5.15)-(5.17),
Eqs(5.20)-(5.22)

By solving this optimization problem, a further fault tolerant and maximized lifetime
WSN deployment will be achieved, which is also the second phase deployment of our
O3D strategy summarized in Algorithm 5.
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Finally, based on the output of Algorithms 1 and 5, optimal locations of SNs and RNs in
terms of maximum lifetime and limited cost budget are determined, in addition to faulttolerance and data recovery constraints. This two-phase solution can easily be extended
to consider other constraints such as coverage, data fidelity, as well as delay-tolerance
through formulating and adding it to

. It is also important to notice that Algorithms 1

and 5 are computationally efficient in practice with time complexity of
knowing that proposed the MILPs can be solve online using

,

-solvers that have timeout

feature.
Algorithm 5: O3D Second Phase Deployment.
Function MRNsP ( : constructed by SNs, SRNs & BS, )
Input:
A set

of the SNs, SRNs and BS nodes’ coordinates.

An ideal set

of

candidate positions for the MRNs.

Output:
A set PS2 of the MRNs coordinates maximizing Lifetime of

and

repairing connectivity problems (if any).
Begin
Initialize: -values,
And make
PS2 = Solve

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

SN
RN
, E rem
, and E rem
,

.

in (5.23).

End

5.3.3 Lifetime Theoretical Analysis
In the previous section, we examined the placement problem for a heterogeneous
WSN when both energy-efficient and fault-tolerant design factors are considered. A two
phase approach was proposed. The first phase placement was used to optimize the initial
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locations of the deployed nodes in terms of the network lifetime, given a specific cost and
fault-tolerance requirements. However, once the network starts being operational
deployed nodes start losing energy and facing harsh operational conditions that may lead
to failures and increased risks of disconnection. Consequently, a second phase was
proposed to reposition MRNs in order to overcome such conditions, and hence provide
near optimal solutions in practical situations. As these conditions are scarcely predictable
in practice, it is very difficult to predict what would be the maximum number of rounds a
network can stay operational for. Therefore, we derive an upper bound on the number of
rounds a WSN can spend during its lifetime, given that there are no unexpected node/link
failures. Thereby, we assume the same notations in the system models section. Also, we
define

to be the maximum number of rounds a WSN can stay operational for, and
to be the minimum total energy consumed by SNs per round, and

minimum total energy consumed by RNs per round. Assume
available energy before the network starts functioning,
per SN, and

to be the

is the initial total

is the initial available energy

is the initial available energy per RN.

Theorem 2. An Upper Bound (UB) on the deployed WSN lifetime is:

LT max



SN
QSN .E init

 min 
QSN
 J QSN
k 1 g SN
 tr  k 1  i 1 i

Q RN .E

Q RN
  J tr  J rec   k

 2
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,

RN
init



Q RN
k2
i 1

g

RN
i









(5.24)

Proof. As the minimum consumed energy per round by SNs is the required energy to
deliver irredundant generated traffic (sensed data), the minimum energy consumed by
these sensors per round is equal to the energy used in transmitting from irredundant SNs.
Since the irredundant SNs are equal to

, the minimum energy consumed per

round is

E

SN
min / r


Q
 J tr  SN
k
 1

QSN
k1

g

SN
i

i 1






As the number of irredundant RNs is equal to

(5.25)

, the minimum energy consumed

per round is

E

RN
min / r


Q
  J tr  J rec   RN
k
 2

Q RN
k2

g

RN
i

i 1






(5.26)

As the initial total available energy at sensor nodes is equal to

, the maximum

number of rounds the SNs can stay operational for is

. Similarly, the

maximum number of rounds the RNs can stay operational for is

. As the

maximum number of rounds a WSN can stay operational for is controlled by the lifetime
of SNs generating the sensed data, and the RNs relaying this data, the maximum number
of rounds a WSN can stay operational for is
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Q .E SN Q .E RN 
LT max  min  SN SN init , RN RN init 
E min / r 
 E min / r

(5.27)

By substituting Eqs. (5.25) and (5.26) in (5.27), we achieve the lifetime UB described
above in Eq. (5.24).
It is worth mentioning that this UB depends only on the number of deployed nodes, initial
node energy, node generation rate, redundancy level (i.e. -value), and energy consumed
for transmitting/receiving a packet. Consequently, to increase

one can either

increase the initial energy of the deployed nodes; decrease their energy consumption per
packet, increase the number of nodes deployed, or increase the redundancy level. This
UB is not only used in assessing the efficiency of our two-phase deployment strategy, but
also any other deployment strategy aiming at maximizing the WSN lifetime.
5.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed strategy in practical settings
with different PNF and PDN conditions. We consider the SDS and FSDS schemes along
with the UB as a baseline to the proposed O3D deployment strategy. In fact, simplified
variations of SDS and FSDS schemes are widely studied in the literature [26][18]. To
compare the performance of the three schemes, the four performance metrics are used.
The first metric is the average lifetime defined as the number of rounds through which
the network operates. The second one is the average energy consumed per byte. This
metric reflects the energy utilization efficiency, i.e. battery utilization. In fact, it relates
energy consumption to network lifetime. The third metric is the Ratio of Remaining
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Energy (RRE). RRE is the ratio of the total remaining energy in all nodes to their total
initial energy. Finally, the fourth metric is the Percentage of Packet Loss (PPL). PPL is
the percentage of transmitted data packets that fails to reach the BS. It reflects the effects
of bad communication channels and node failures. In studying these performance metrics,
four parameters are used. These are the level of fault tolerance , the PNF, the PDN, and
the

.

5.4.1 Simulation Model
The three deployment schemes: SDS, FSDS, and O3D, are executed on

randomly

generated WSNs hierarchical graph topologies in order to get statistically stable results.
The average results hold confidence intervals of no more than
at a

of the average values

confidence level. For each topology, we apply a random node/link failure based

on pre-specified PNF and PDN values, and performance metrics are computed
accordingly. Dimensions of the coverage area are

m3. We assume a

predefined fixed time schedule for traffic generation at the SNs and RNs. Nodes positions
are found by applying the three deployment strategies. We assume that each WSN is
required to be operational for the maximum number of rounds using a maximum of
RNs and

SNs (cost constraint).

Based on experimental measurements, the communication model parameters are set as in
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the simulated WSNs
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

(bits)
(J)
(J/bit)

v
(dB)

(J/bit/m2)

(hr)

(J/bit)
PNF

(m)
5

PDN

(byte/round)
(byte/round)

,

(byte/hr)
(byte/hr)

Table 5.1 above [48]. The simulator determines whether or not a SN is connected to its
neighbors according to the probabilistic communication model described earlier. To
simplify the presentation of the results, all the transmission ranges of SNs and RNs are
assumed equal to

m. We use MATLAB lp-solver v5.5 with a timeout of

In other words, the MILP of a particular round is solved during the last

minutes.

minutes of the

previous round.
5.4.2 Simulation Results
While the SDS strategy finds the optimal locations of the SNs and RNs in order to
achieve the maximum network lifetime with cost constraints, FSDS and O3D attempt to
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find locations of these nodes such that the network lifetime is maximized under certain
cost and fault-tolerance constraints. It is expected that the system lifetime (measured in
rounds) improves as

and

increased in a given terrain. This behavior is depicted

in Figure 5.3 below. The more active nodes available in a given terrain the better the
connectivity is and the lesser partitions are formed in the network. Consequently, this
prolongs the network lifetime as mentioned earlier. Results, in Figure 5.3, show only a
marginal improvement of SDS over FSDS for varying values of

and

under

idealistic operational conditions, i.e. PNF=PDN=0. This is, indeed, a very promising
result. Although the introduction of the fault-tolerance constraint in FSDS yields shorter
lifetimes compared to systems without this constraint; this reduction is insignificant and
can be tolerated by the addition of extra redundant SNs and RNs. This claim is supported
by the results in Figure 5.3. The curves tend to converge as the number of deployed nodes
increases. This strongly supports the optimality of our approach. Unsurprisingly, the O3D
is much better than both SDS and FSDS in terms of lifetime and number of utilized nodes.
This is due to the mobility factor that assures the best placement at the beginning of each
round. However, the major effect of fault-tolerance constraints obviously appears in
practical situations, where PNF and PDN are nonzero as depicted in Figure 5.4 and Figure
5.5.
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Figure 5.3. Lifetime as a function of QRN.
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Figure 5.4. Lifetime as a function of PNF.
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Figure 5.5. Lifetime as a function of PDN.
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Figure 5.6: Lifetime as a function of the fault-tolerance level k.
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According to results obtained by applying Theorem 2, the mobility factor has a great
influence on the efficiency of the proposed two-phase deployment scheme by which we
can achieve an average of

of the UB. The small difference between results obtained

by O3D and UB is due to the assumed probabilistic communication model that causes
additional transmitting and receiving processes when bad channel conditions are
experienced. Moreover, comparing the number of rounds achieved by the SDS and the
FSDS strategies with those achieved by the UB, clearly shows the performance gains
achieved by the O3D scheme over the two. It is shown in Figure 5.3 that the SDS and
FSDS schemes were only able to achieve an average of

of the UB values.
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Figure 5.7: Probability of packet loss as a function of the fault-tolerance level k.
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Figure 5.9: Ratio of remaining energy vs. the probability of disconnected nodes.
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Figure 5.10: Lifetime vs. the PNF under three different fault-tolerance levels; k=2, 3, and 4.

Figure 5.4 compares the PNF with respect to average lifetime measured in rounds
assuming

and

. Apparently, FSDS achieves better results

than SDS. This is also the case when PDN is compared against average lifetime in Figure
5.5. A system’s adoption of FSDS guarantees longer lifetimes for lesser PNF and PDN
than what is provided by SDS. Given the considered harshness factors, where PNF and
PDN are high, FSDS proves to be much better than SDS, and will dramatically impact
the extension of the systems lifetime in a positive manner. Furthermore, O3D shows
significant lifetime maximization. It outperforms both SDS and FSDS by at least
rounds. Again this is due to its ability to reallocate the mobile nodes based on the updated
network status at each round.
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Figure 5.6 compares the FSDS and the O3D in terms of the network lifetime under
different fault tolerance levels. PDN and PNF are set to
values, about

. It can be seen that larger

more, are needed for the FSDS to give the same lifetime as the O3D.

This feature is appealing in situations where node mobility is either too expensive or even
impossible. A similar conclusion can be drawn from Figure 5.7 for the PPL performance.
Figure 5.8 shows the monotonically increasing relation between the average energy
consumed and the PNF. It can be seen that the higher the percentage of faulty nodes the
more energy is consumed. This causes poor connectivity as well as extended
communication delays, which are undesirable properties in OEM applications. However,
combining the mobility feature with the fault-tolerance constraint, in O3D, leads to stable
energy consumption per byte under varying PNF values. This makes O3D more
appropriate for the harsh environmental conditions associated with OEM applications.
We remark that SDS scheme is slightly outperforming the fault-tolerance schemes (FSDS
and O3D) while experiencing a very low PNF value (~0) due to the more feasible
solutions it has. Nevertheless, a fault-tolerant deployment worth the small increase in
energy consumption as opposed to maintaining low energy consumption levels, and thus
prolonged WSN lifetime as PNF is increased in OEM applications.
Figure 5.9 illustrates the dependence between the RRE and the PDN. It shows that the
higher the PDN, the energy is left unused, i.e. remained in the nodes while the network is
deemed dead. This causes degraded connectivity which leads to more partitions, thus
terminating the network’s lifetime. Figure 5.9 also shows how the RRE remains stable as
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long as the network has enough fault-tolerance level. For example, the RRE of the
networks generated by FSDS remains around
equal to

. For PDN

as long as the PDN is less than or

, the RRE rapidly increases as the PDN increase.

However, this problem does not appear with the O3D strategy due to its ability to replace
the deployed nodes at the beginning of each round.
Choosing an appropriate -value highly dependents on the PNF and PDN as illustrated in
Figure 5.10. For low PNF, a low redundancy level is needed. On the other hand,
be at least equal to
environments with a
of

to guarantee the network functionality for at least

must

rounds in

PNF. Similar results can be obtained to determine the choice

under specific PDN values.

5.5 Summary
This chapter proposed a jointly energy-efficient and

fault-tolerant node deployment

strategy for heterogeneous WSNs. Intensive simulations showed that jointly considering
energy-efficiency and fault-tolerance in node deployment can increase the network
lifetime in OEM applications. To maintain these two objectives during the operation
time, a certain number of MRNs is used. These MRNs can be relocated at certain points
in time such that energy efficiency and fault tolerance are maintained. To find the optimal
positions of these MRNs, an optimization problem is formulated where the objective is to
jointly minimize the total energy consumed and maximizing the minimum residual
energy. It was shown that the proposed combined scheme with fault tolerance, energy
efficiency, and MRNs, outperforms the previously proposed schemes in withstanding the
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harsh OEM conditions causing both, node and link failures. It was also shown that
utilizing a certain number of MRNs can improve the network lifetime by as much as
.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The last decade has witnessed a growing interest of OEM applications in WSNs due to
their unique potential mainly in the remote detection and prevention of disasters.
However, such critical mission requires extraordinary efficiency to ensure data
availability and timeliness delivery within a reasonable cost. Thus, the deployed WSNs
connectivity and lifetime along with fault-tolerance and cost-effectiveness are key
network properties in OEM.
In this thesis, we argue for exploiting heterogeneous (sensors/relays) and/or hybrid
(mobile/static) nodes on generic 3D grid models to satisfy OEM-specific network
properties in practice. Existing proposals (schemes) in this direction are limited to special
cases of the problem and/or provide results that can be arbitrarily far from the optimal
ones. In addition, the majority of these proposals are not considering practical issues in
OEM applications, including placement uncertainty, communication irregularity, and
node redundancy/mobility. Therefore, we investigated these issues while considering 3D
grid-based deployment in Chapter 3, and proposed promising deployment schemes in
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
In fact, significance of the proposed deployment schemes in this thesis moves beyond the
scientific data collection to enabling intelligent and safe living environment. These
deployment schemes provide reliable interaction with the network users anytime and
anywhere. It plans the deployment of sensor/relay nodes in transportation systems to
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provide real-time traffic information for users inside their moving vehicles. Furthermore,
it optimizes the node deployment in forests to detect fires and report wild life activities,
and in water-bodies to record events concerning floods, water pollution, coral reef
conditions and oil spills, in addition to targeting other rural and hazardous areas such as
deserts, polar and volcanic terrains, and battle fields.
Investigated grid practicality and presented deployment schemes in this thesis are
summarized in Section 6.1. Some future research directions are outlined in Section 6.2.
6.1 Summary
In Chapter 3, we introduced a novel grid-based deployment metric for connectivity when
node placements are subject to random errors around their corresponding grid locations
(vertices), called average connectivity percentage. A generic approach is proposed to
quantify the average connectivity of the deployed WSN. This generic approach is
independent of the grid-shape, the random error distributions, and the different
environment-based channel characteristics. We applied this approach in two practical
deployment scenarios, namely, the grid-based deployment with bounded uniform errors
and unbounded Normal errors. In both cases, the average connectivity percentage is
computed numerically and verified via extensive simulations. Based on the numerical
results, we outlined the quantified effects of positioning errors and grid edge length on
the average connectivity percentage in 3D grid-based deployments.
In Chapter 4, heterogeneous WSNs are employed in order to maximize the network
connectivity, while guarantying specific network lifetime and limited cost. We faced two
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main challenges in this optimization problem. The first challenge is the huge search space
of the RNs on the 3D grid vertices. Therefore, we split the problem into two parts. In the
first part, we seek for the minimum relays’ positions establishing the network backbone
using the minimum spanning tree algorithm. In the second part, we formulate an
optimization problem as a SDP to maximize this backbone connectivity under cost and
lifetime constraints. Since the closest grid vertices to the backbone have the highest
potential in maximizing the network connectivity, we can limit the search space of the
SDP to this set of vertices. The second challenge is the need for a mathematical
measuring metric of the network connectivity to be used in the SDP. We apply the
connectivity metric proposed in [27] which can be represented by the second smallest
eigenvalue (λ2) of the Laplacian matrix associated with a graph G, where we assume the
deployed network nodes form this graph G. Key to our contributions in this Chapter is
also the use of a revised lifetime definition in the SDP that is more appropriate in OEM.
The effectiveness of solutions achieved by the SDP is validated and assessed through
extensive simulations and comparisons assuming practical considerations of signal
propagation and connectivity under varying probabilities of node/link failures.
In Chapter 5, a hybrid of mobile and static relay nodes is used to repair connectivity
problems and maintain the fault-tolerance constraint while prolonging the network
lifetime. We propose a two-phase grid-based deployment. The first phase aims at
optimizing the initial sensor/relay nodes’ locations which maximize the network lifetime
while k node/link fault-tolerance constraint is satisfied. The second phase aims at
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repositioning mobile relay nodes every time unit (called round), which could be
measured in hours, days, etc., to repair connectivity (if any) and save energy for the next
round to prolong the network lifetime without violating the fault-tolerance constraint.
This two-phase deployment not only prolong the network lifetime by reserving energy,
but also by providing load balanced routing from sensor nodes to the BS. We formulate
these two deployment phases as a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). Afterward, we
use extensive simulations and comparisons to evaluate the proposed deployment strategy
performance under OEM-specific characteristics in practice. Significant improvements in
terms of the network lifetime and connectivity have been achieved.
6.2 Future Work
Several future research directions and open issues can be derived from our work so far. In
this section, we outline some of these directions.
1. In Chapter 3, we examined the resilience of grid-based deployments when
placement uncertainty and communication irregularity are assumed. Future work
could investigate the resilience of the grid connectivity under other permanent
hindering conditions, such as node failures that could occur due to physical
damage or limited energy, or temporary hindering conditions such as mobile
obstacles (e.g. wild animals).
2. Investigating the properties of grid deployment under varying node transmission
ranges and/or energy levels is a promising direction, as well.
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3. In Chapter 4, we provide a guaranteed lifetime period equal to LT by maximizing
the network connectivity. Also of practical interest would be investigating the
optimal value of LT that overcomes specific PNF and PDN.
4. In Chapter 5, we provide k fault-tolerant WSN, however, it would be of great
interest as well to find the optimal k value, given specific PNF and PDN values.
We expect the optimal value to vary in various situations depending on the
environment harshness.
5. Also, we intend to expand our work in a more dynamic WSN where each sensor
node has the mobility feature and check the effect on the network fault-tolerance
efficiency.
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